Task 11.0: Health Impact Assessment
The objective for Task 11: Health Impact Assessment (HIA) is to
identify potential health impacts of alternatives resulting from the
SR 436 Transit Corridor Study and develop recommendations on
how to optimize the alternatives’ health benefits.
As part of this effort, an HIA Working Group was convened to help
guide the HIA process concurrent with the overall SR 436 Transit
Corridor Study. The Working Group developed a list of primary
health indicators, assessed baseline conditions associated with
each indicator, developed health-specific recommendations, and
endorsed the implementation of Bus Rapid Transit and Complete
Streets improvements for the SR 436 corridor.
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Further details on the overarching SR 436 Transit Corridor Study
may be found within the Existing Conditions Memorandum and the
Identification and Review of Alternatives Memorandum.

1 Introduction
LYNX, in collaboration with regional and local partners, are working
on the SR 436 Transit Corridor Study with the overall goals of
understanding existing conditions along SR 436, understanding how
different land uses impact transit usage, and identifying realistic
transit and bicycle/pedestrian projects that can meet the needs of the
SR 436 communities. The Study presents the region with a unique
opportunity to advance healthy community planning into the
transportation planning process.
With chronic diseases like diabetes and obesity on the rise as well as
the region’s challenges related to transportation safety, the built
environment has become an important aspect of addressing
community health. Health, in this Study’s context, is viewed as not
merely the absence of disease or infirmity, but as “a state of
physical, mental, and social well-being”.i With this in mind, wellplanned and designed transportation investments, such as those
proposed in the SR 436 Transit Corridor Study, can have a greater
impact by positively influencing the future health of the corridor
residents, workers, and visitors.

1.1 Background
The SR 436 HIA study area matches the SR 436 Transit Study’s
focus and runs along SR 436 for 23 miles from the Orlando
International Airport (OIA) to SR 434 in Seminole County, connecting
seven municipalities. 11 LYNX routes run along the corridor and
eight LYNX routes cross the corridor. The corridor experiences some
of the highest ridership in the LYNX system and serves as a gateway
to the region.
The objectives of the SR 436 Corridor Transit Study included:
•
•
•

Understand existing conditions along the corridor
Understand how different land uses impact transit use
Identify realistic transit projects that can improve SR 436
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1.1.1 What is a Health Impact Assessment?
Health Impact Assessments bring together data, health expertise,
and public input to identify potential health impacts of a proposed
project, program, or plan. HIAs can help community leaders consider
public health when making decisions. A successful HIA generates
recommendations on how to improve a project or policy and includes
a monitoring and evaluation plan that tracks the changes that the
project or policy catalyzed.

1 Screening

Determine whether a HIA is feasible, timely and
would add value to the decision-making process

2 Scoping

Identify the health indicators that the project will
likely impact, identify the study area and affected
populations, prioritize research questions, identify
evidence and research methods, establish
stakeholder roles, and establish a timeline for the
process.

3 Assessment

Create an existing conditions profile for the study
area to understand baseline conditions and to be
able to predict change. Assess potential health
impacts, including the magnitude and direction of
impacts, using qualitative and quantitative research
and data.

This HIA generally followed the six-step process laid out by the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) as follows:

Develop recommendations to improve the project,

4 Recommendations plan, or policy’s health benefits, and/or to mitigate
any negative health impacts.

5 Reporting

Create a written or visual documentation of the HIA
results and recommendations, which take many
forms including written reports, presentations and
comment letters. Communicate the results within the
decision-making process.

Monitoring and
6
Evaluation

Track the impacts of the HIA on the decision-making
process, the implementation of the decision, and the
impacts of the decision on health indicators.
Evaluate the HIA process.

1.1.2 Why conduct an HIA on SR 436?
LYNX and other funding partners of the project were interested to
know how transit improvements could enhance the health of the
communities along the SR 436 corridor. The HIA was deemed to be
feasible and timely since it would run concurrent with the alternative
analysis and, thereby, could use health metrics in defining and
selecting transit and Complete Streets solutions. Health measures
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

were considered throughout the broader, tiered transit screening
process:
1. Mode Screening
2. Alignment Screening
3. Operations Screening
While Levels 1 and 2 were high-level screenings of modes and
alignments, Level 3 combined the resulting modes and alignments to
present a more detailed list of transit alternatives to be considered.
Information from the HIA helped narrow down the alternatives carried
to Level 3 Screening.
With much of the corridor populations and transit ridership having
lower income or more limited access to personal vehicle, there is
also potential for premium transit to have unequally distributed
impacts on transportation and housing affordability. This study has
the potential to identify those more “vulnerable” populations that
might gain more from having transportation improvements.

The Working Group met four times at key decisions points during the
SR 436 Corridor Study:

This HIA takes advantage of more and finer grain health related data
that has recently been made accessible to the Central Florida region.
For instance, the SR 50 HIA (completed in 2016) used county-level
data. There have been many discussions and local work done to get
this data to a finer level, which is immensely helpful in identifying
geographic-specific issues and opportunities. As a result, this HIA
has a greater focus on vulnerable populations and how the proposed
transit investment could potentially serve them.

•

•

•

1.2 Working Group & Partnerships

•

An HIA Working Group (Working Group) was convened to act as the
backbone of the HIA decision process. The group guided the HIA
and helped determine how the transit assessment can best tie into
identified health indicators. It was made up of health industry experts
doing the “on the ground” work in the communities that would be
affected by any transit improvements. The following stakeholders
were represented in the HIA Working Group:
•

Seminole County Community Service
Seminole County Health Department
Seminole County Parks and Recreation
Orange County Public Schools
Orange County Health Department
Orange County Parks and Recreation
City of Orlando
City of Casselberry
MetroPlan Orlando
East Central Florida Regional Planning Council
FDOT’s ReThink Program
Winter Park Health Foundation
University of Central Florida (UCF)
Health Council of East Central Florida
Florida Hospital

Working Group Meeting #1: Introduced HIA and SR 436
Corridor Study, agreed on HIA goals, developed draft
pathway diagrams
Working Group Meeting #2: Discussed literature review,
identified primary indicators from short list of indicators,
identified data sources for primary indicators
Working Group Meeting #3: Reviewed primary indicator
assessment, provided input on quality of life survey
Working Group Meeting #4: Reviewed results of the quality
of life survey, discussed demonstration area analysis,
discussed HIA recommendations

In addition to the HIA Working Group, LYNX partnered with the UCF
Planning Healthy Communities class, who provided data collection
and analysis support for the HIA Quality of Life indicator.

Seminole County Public Schools
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1.3 HIA Goals & Objectives

•

Project goals for the SR 436 Corridor Study were developed based
on the corridor’s needs, and the corresponding study goals to
address these needs.

•
•
•

1.3.1 Corridor Needs and Opportunities
The SR 436 corridor experiences some of the highest ridership in the
LYNX system (15,000 daily transit boardings and alightings).
Compared to regional averages, SR 436 transit riders are much
more likely to have an annual household income under $40,000, be
members of a minority group, and live in a zero-car household. Many
residents living along the study corridor are burdened by the cost of
housing and transportation.

•

1.3.3 SR 436 Transit Alternatives Considered
Four transit alternatives were identified through the SR 436 Corridor
Study. Table 1 summarizes the four alternatives.

The corridor is also distinguished by a lack of comfortable pedestrian
and bicycle facilities, despite dense multifamily neighborhoods
located in the City of Orlando section. Between 2011 and 2015, more
than half (23 out of 43) of the fatal crashes on the corridor involved a
pedestrian. There is a prevalence of cyclists riding along sidewalks
and pedestrians are observed crossing SR 436 at many mid-block
locations.
Despite a population increase of 37% and a 26% increase in travel at
the Orlando International Airport over the past fifteen years, traffic
volumes have remained steady along the corridor since 2000. Stable
traffic volumes may be caused by motorists increasing reliance on
limited access facilities to reach regional destinations, among other
reasons.
1.3.2 Transit Corridor Study Goals
Based on the existing needs identified along the corridor, the Transit
Corridor Study developed six study goals. Alternatives resulting from
the study were tailored and evaluated according to these goals:
•

Safe, comfortable, and accessible walking and bicycling
environments
Transportation investments that encourage development and
redevelopment consistent with community goals
Reliable and safe vehicular mobility
Transportation improvements that are implementable and
financially sustainable
Multimodal improvements that support community health

Enhance transit experience to support current customers
and to increase ridership from a wider range of potential
users
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C.2 – Curbside Running – Repurpose Lane

Table 1: Alternatives Identified for Level 3b Screening

Alt.

Trunk Mode1

Trunk Alignment

A2

Corridor-based
BRT (Bronze)

OIA to University Blvd.
(curb-running BAT lanes)
OIA to SunRail
(curb-running BAT lanes)
OIA to University Blvd.
(median-running
exclusive lanes)
OIA to University Blvd.
(curb-running exclusive
lanes)

B2
C13
C23

Fixed Guideway
BRT (Silver)

Approx.
Distance
(miles)
12.9
1.3.4 HIA Goal
The HIA goals aligned with pertinent goals from the larger SR 436
Corridor Study with a focus on health. The Working Group developed
the following HIA goal and related goal areas:

18.9
12.9

Better understand the impacts of the potential SR 436 transit
improvements on the overall health of the communities that
would be served by proposed transit and Complete Streets
investments. This would include potential impacts of
investments on:

12.9

1

The trunk mode is assumed to be overlaid on local bus service and
complemented by limited-stop service outside of its alignment.
2

•

Alternatives A and B converts existing auxiliary lanes to business access
and transit (BAT) lanes that accommodate transit and right-turning vehicles.
3

Alternative C1 widens SR 436 towards the median to have median-running
transit lanes, while Alternative C2 repurposes existing outside through travel
lanes to transit lanes.

•
•

A and B – Converting Aux Lanes to BAT Lanes

•

C.1 – Median Running – Widening

9

Enhanced transit experience in supporting current
customers, increase ridership from a wider range of
potential users, and increase access to community assets
Safe, comfortable, and accessible walking and bicycling
environments
Transportation investments that encourage development
and redevelopment consistent with community goals
Reliable and safe vehicular mobility
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2 Primary Indicators
2.1.1 Pathway Diagram
To best understand the health impacts of the proposed SR 436
transportation improvements, indicators were identified using the
process illustrated in Figure 1. The HIA Working Group used a
pathway diagram exercise to select and refine a long list of health
indicators. This exercise connected the HIA goal areas with
immediate, intermediate, and long-term health outcomes. Among
these indicators are transportation and housing affordability, poverty
levels, air quality, mortality / morbidity, chronic disease, quality of life,
economic return on investment, access to healthy food, and transit
ridership / mode split.

Figure 1 Indicator Selection Process

The long list of indicators was refined into a short list by conducting a
literature review (results presented later in this report) to evaluate
evidence of how transit improvements influence community health
through each indicator. This short list was further refined into eight
primary health indicators based on data availability and resolution for
the Study Area. These primary indicators, along with the stronglyrelated short-list indicators were carried through to the final pathway
diagram, shown in Figure 2, 3, 4, and 5.
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Figure 2 Final Pathway Diagram – Goal 1
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Figure 3 Final Pathway Diagram – Goal 2
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Figure 4 Final Pathway Diagram – Goal 3
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Figure 5 Final Pathway Diagram – Goal 4
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2.1.2 Primary Indicators
The eight primary health indicators were grouped into five general
categories and are as follows:
Access to Health and Employment
o
o

Transit Commute Time to Work
Transit Access to Health

Physical Health Indicators
o
o

Mental Health
Chronic Disease – Obesity, Diabetes, Hypertension

Cyclist and Pedestrian Safety
o

Bike and Pedestrian Injury and Fatality Crash Rates

Economic Health
o
o

Transportation and Housing Affordability
Change in Property Values

Quality of Life
o

Quality of Life and Sense of Community

For each of the primary indicators, data was pulled from a variety of
sources, shown in Table 2.
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Table 2 Primary Indicators and Data Sources

Indicator

Source

Transit Commute Time to Work
Access to Health
and Employment Transit Access to Health

Physical Health
Indicators

Census Tract,
County, State

Orange County Health
Department, Seminole County
Health Department, LYNX

Census Tract

Behavioral Risk Factor

Chronic Disease – Obesity, Diabetes, Hypertension Surveillance System (BRFSS)

Bike and Pedestrian Crash Rates (Injury and
Cyclist and
Fatality)
Pedestrian Safety

Economic Health

Census (2016 ACS 5-year
estimates)

Behavioral Risk Factor
Surveillance System (BRFSS)

Mental Health

Data
Resolution

Census Tract,
County, State,
National
Census Tract,
County, State,
National

FDOT CARS and Signal Four
Analytics (2011-2015)

Location-Specific

Transportation & Housing Affordability

Center for Neighborhood
Technology

Census Tract,
Core-based
statistical area
(CBSA), National

Change in Property Value

Seminole and Orange County
Tax Collectors, Florida DOR

Quality of Life & Sense of Community

HIA Survey

Quality of Life
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those who drive, non-driving Americans aged 65 or older make 15%
fewer trips to the doctor; 59% fewer shopping trips and restaurant
visits; and 65% fewer trips for social, family and religious activitiesii.

3 Assessment
The following section includes the literature review findings that led
the Study Team to select each primary indicator, the baseline
analysis results for each primary indicator, and a transit
alternatives comparison chart that shows how each of the
alternatives proposed in the SR 436 Study influence health indicators
related to each category. Further detail on the transit alternatives
comparison may be found within the Identification and Review of
Alternatives Memorandum.
3.1.1

In addition to providing better access to health care options, BRT can
also improve health outcomes by providing access to healthy foods,
especially for those who are physically or economically
disadvantaged. While grocery stores are an amenity that many take
for granted, millions of Americans today lack basic access to grocery
stores, supermarkets, and other healthy food sources. A 2009 study
by the U.S. Department of Agriculture showed that 23.5 million
people lack access to a supermarket within a mile of their home.
Additionally, there are currently 418 “food desert” counties in the
United States where all residents live more than 10 miles from a
supermarket or supercenter. Low-income, minority, and rural
communities are often the most disadvantaged with regards to
healthy food access.

How Transit Can Influence Access to

Health and Employment
The Study Team assessed two primary indicators within the access
to health and employment category: transit commute time to work
and transit access to health.

Residents with greater access to supermarkets or a greater
abundance of healthy foods in neighborhood food stores consume
more healthful items and have lower rates of diet-related diseases
than their counterparts in neighborhoods lacking food accessvi.

Literature Review
High quality transit can increase access to both health and
employmentii,iii. As housing and jobs have moved farther apart, the
increased distance has created employment barriers for anyone
without unlimited ability to drive or own a car.

Baseline Condition - Transit Commute Time
The Study Team looked at travel-time-to-work data from the US
Census Bureau American Community Survey (ACS) to understand
how long it takes SR 436 transit riders to travel to work. The travel
times on the SR 436 corridor was compared to travel times in
Seminole County, Orange County, and Florida as a whole.

Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) service has been shown to fill these gaps
and shorten commutes and enhance job access by increasing transit
speeds and travel time reliability. The HealthLine BRT line in
Cleveland, Ohio has attracted several new companies, and
stakeholders report that workforce recruitment has also become
easier due to the ease with which employees can commute into and
out of the corridoriv.

On average, it takes transit riders living on the corridor 43 minutes to
travel to work. The average was calculated for census tracts with
twenty or more transit riders. Pockets of the corridor, particularly
between SR 50 and SR 408, among others, experience longer than
average travel times to work via transit. Tracts with long transit
commute times (more than 60 minutes) are predominantly to/from:
• Downtown Orlando
• Disney
• Orlando International Airport

Reliable, affordable transit access are particularly important for lowincome and elderly households. In one study, 25 percent of lowerincome populations surveyed have missed or rescheduled
appointments due to a lack of transportation optionsv. Compared with
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Figure 6: How often do you miss or arrive late to work/school because of
transportation problems?

Figure 7 shows baseline conditions for the transit commute time
indicator and Table 3 shows how baseline conditions on the SR 436
corridor compare to regional and statewide averages.
Table 3: Baseline Comparison: Transit Commute Time to Work

Average Commute Time Via Transit (2016)1
SR 436 Corridor Seminole County Orange County
43 minutes
41 minutes
44 minutes
1
For census tracts with twenty or more transit riders

Florida
41 minutes

Baseline Conditions – Transit Access to Health
As seen from the Quality of Life survey conducted by UCF students
as part of the HIA, 40 percent of surveyed SR 436 transit riders miss
or are late to work/school at least once a week due to transportation
problems (Figure 6). Throughout the country, jobs typically filled by
the transit dependent groups (e.g. low paying jobs) have higher
turnover due to unreliable transportation.

While not explicitly mapped in this report, the Study Team also
assessed food access in the SR 436 corridor. The team found that
corridor census tracts between Beachline Expressway (SR 528) and
Hoffner Avenue, between Lake Underhill Road and Colonial Drive,
and between I-4 and SR 434 qualified as one-mile food deserts (at
least one-third of each census tract’s population resides more than
one mile from a supermarket or large grocery store).

The Study Team also evaluated the number of health care
destinations accessible to vulnerable populations via thirty-minute
transit ride. For the purposes of this assessment, the team defined
vulnerable populations as any census tract where most of the
population lives above the MSA average in two or more of the
following categories:
• Minority population
• Zero-car households
• At or below 150% of the poverty line
Health care destinations used in the analysis included Federally
Qualified Healthcare Facilities, hospitals, Department of Health
(DOH) facilities, and other facilities that typically serve vulnerable
populations. The Study Team found that on average, vulnerable
populations living on the SR 436 corridor can access two health care
destinations within a thirty-minute transit ride from home. Figure 8
shows baseline conditions for the transit access to health indicator.
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Figure 7 Transit Commute Time to Work (ACS, 2016)

Figure 8 Transit Access to Health (Orange County and Seminole County)
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Transit Alternatives Comparison
As shown in Table 4, all proposed transit alternatives perform better
in metrics related to health and employment access than existing
local bus service, with alternatives C1 and C2 slightly outperforming
alternatives A and B.

3.1.2

Health
Literature Review
Premium transit can address both chronic and mental health
conditions through its ability to increase physical activity levels. Due
to the longer distances between stations, BRT can increase walking
by as much as twenty blocks per month or 240 blocks per year for
existing ridersvii. The enhanced station areas and streetscapes
associated with BRT systems also increase walking and health by
creating a welcoming, safe walking environment for existing and
candidate riders. Higher rates of physical activity among transit users
impact their physical health. Obesity rates tend to decrease among
people who use non-automotive modes of transportation, and people
who commute via public transportation are less likely to have
diabetes than those who drive to workviii, ix.

Table 4: Alternatives Comparison: Access to Health and Employment

Metric
Average total trip
time reduction for
existing riders
(minutes)
Average in-vehicle
time for a five-mile
trip (minutes)
Population density
within 1/2 mile of
stations (number
per linear mile)
Zero-car
population density
within 1/2 mile of
stations (number
per linear mile)
Average existing
daily transit
ridership through
alignment
alternative on all
SR 436 Routes
(passenger flow
per day)

Existing

Alt. A

Alt. B

Alt. C1

Alt. C2

-

20.9

15.5

21.6

21.9

20

15.9

17.2

13.7

14.4

2,384

2,956

2,451

2,956

2,956

93

127

99

127

127

2,400

2,900

2,600

2,900

2,900

How Transit Can Influence Physical

For potential new transit riders, the physical health benefits of the
increased physical exercise are myriad. Research shows that a brisk
20-minute walk each day can reduce an individual's risk of early
death by between 16-30%x. Studies have observed a 42 percent
lower risk of hypertension among those who moved from low- to
high-walkability neighborhoodsxi. Increasing physical activity
decreases anxiety and depression and has also been shown to
prevent mental disordersxii. In one study, research found that women
who did not exercise were twice as likely to have depressive
symptoms than women who reported moderate or higher levels of
exercisexiii.
Baseline Conditions – Chronic Disease
The SR 436 team also used Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance
System (BRFSS) data to understand baseline conditions for the
chronic disease primary indicator. The team investigated the
percentage of corridor residents reporting to be obese (BMI of 30 or
greater), residents ever diagnosed with diabetes, and residents ever
diagnosed with hypertension. Census tracts near Curry Ford Road,
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Hoffner Avenue, and the City of Casselberry all exhibited higher
percentages of chronic disease diagnoses than the rest of the SR
436 corridor.

adults diagnosed with depression. Census block groups near the
Baldwin Park have some of the highest instances of reported mental
health issues along the corridor1..

Figure 9, Figure 10, and Figure 11 show baseline conditions for
obesity, diabetes, and hypertension along the SR 436 corridor. Table
5, Table 6, and Table 7 show how baseline conditions on the SR 436
corridor compare to regional and statewide averages.

Table 8 shows how baseline conditions on the SR 436 corridor
compare to regional and statewide averages.
Table 8: Baseline Comparison: Mental Health

Percentage of Adults Ever Diagnosed with Depression (2013)

Table 5: Baseline Comparison: Chronic Disease - Obesity

Percent of Adults Reporting to be Obese
(BMI of 30 or Greater - 2013
SR 436 Corridor Seminole County Orange County
29.3%
28.3%
29.4%

SR 436 Corridor
17.3%
Florida
26.5%

Percent of Adults Ever Diagnosed with Diabetes - 2013
Seminole County
12.5%

Orange County
12.3%

Orange County
17.5%

Florida
16.8%

Transit Alternatives Comparison
As shown in Table 9, compared to existing conditions, all transit
alternatives are proposed to add new riders and increase ridership,
leading to increased physical activity and potential for decreased
chronic disease rates. Alternative B is projected to add a slightly
higher number of new riders than the other alternatives, due to its
longer alignment.

Table 6: Baseline Comparison: Chronic Disease - Diabetes

SR 436 Corridor
12.4%

Seminole County
17.1%

Florida
11.2%

Table 9: Alternatives Comparison: Physical Health

Metric
Projected new riders
(forecast year
passenger boardings
per weekday)
Projected ridership
(forecast year
passenger boardings
per weekday)

Table 7: Baseline Comparison: Chronic Disease - Hypertension

Percent of Adults Ever Diagnosed with High Blood Pressure - 2013
Seminole
SR 436 Corridor
Orange County
Florida
County
34.9%
37.2%
34.5%
34.6%
Baseline – Mental Health
The Study Team used BRFSS data to investigate the percentage of
adults ever diagnosed with depression. As shown in Figure 12, many
census tracts north of SR 408 have an above average percentage of

Existing

Alt. A

Alt. B

Alt. C1

Alt. C2

0

+1,500

+2,500

+2,300

+2,300

2,400

3,200

5,100

4,000

4,000

Figure 9: Percent of Adults Reporting to be Obese (BRFSS, 2013)

1

BRFSS survey if they needed access to mental health services but were
unable to afford those services

As pointed out by the HIA Working Group, this may be because residents
living in this neighborhood have above average household incomes and are
able to afford mental health services. Households may be overlooked by the
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Figure 10: Percent of Adults Ever Diagnosed with Diabetes (BRFSS, 2013)
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Figure 11 Percent of Adults Ever Diagnosed with Hypertension (BRFSS,
2013)

Figure 12: Percent of Adults Ever Diagnosed with Depression (BRFSS,
2013)
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How Transit Can Influence Cyclist and

Research has shown that increased walking and biking leads to
increased safety for all users as motorists pay more attention and
adjust behaviorxviii. The resulting increase in safety inevitably
encourages more people to walk or bike for transportation, and the
loop continues.

Pedestrian Safety
Literature Review
High quality transit and associated Complete Streets improvements
have been shown to increase walking, bicycling and transit
ridershipxiv.

Safety improvements for non-motorized users can also provide
strong benefit to vulnerable populations. In general, vulnerable
(minority, elderly, children) populations are disproportionately
impacted by bicycle and pedestrian crashesxix and improvements
should address this group’s needs.

In Lessons from the Green Lanesxv, 43% of residents interviewed in
the five study cities are interested in bicycling for transportation but
concerned about the risks involvedxvi (shown in Figure 13). In order
to appeal to this group of cyclists, a connected, physically separated
bicycle facility is needed.

Baseline Conditions – Bicycle and Pedestrian Injury and
Fatality Rates
The SR 436 team used bicycle and pedestrian injury and fatality data
from the FDOT Crash Analysis Reporting (CARS) database to
determine where concentrations of bicycle and pedestrian crashes
have occurred on the corridor in the past five years (2011-2015). The
intersections and roadway segments with the highest percentage of
bicycle and pedestrian crashes are shown in Table 10 and Table
11.

Figure 13: Types of Cyclists in Major Cities around USxvii

Table 10: High bicycle and pedestrian severe and fatal crash intersections
on SR 436 (2011-2015)

Complete Streets improvements implemented in conjunction with
BRT projects (including the installation of protected bike lanes and
separated cycle tracks) have been shown to increase the perceived
and actual safety of cycling. Implementing transportation
improvements that increase the number of pedestrians and cyclists
initiates a positive feedback loop that improves safety for all.
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Transit Alternatives Comparison
As shown in Error! Reference source not found., the proposed
alternatives have varying impacts on cyclist and pedestrian safety.
All four alternatives will improve access to the low-stress network
(low-speed (less than 30 mph), low-volume (local/private functional
classification) roadways or physically separated bicycle facilities)
compared to existing conditions. Alternatives A, B, and C2 will all
decrease the average pedestrian crossing distance along the
corridor (Alternative C2 provides the greatest reduction in crossing
distance). Alternative C1, which involves widening SR 436 will
increase the average pedestrian crossing distance along the
corridor, leaving crossing pedestrians and cyclists more exposed to
vehicle traffic. Consequently, Alternative C1 has low potential to
improve the multimodal experience. Alternatives A, B, and C2 all
have medium or high potential to improve the multimodal experience
(less speeding, conflicts, traffic volumes).

Table 11: High bicycle and pedestrian severe and fatal crash segments on
SR 436 (2011-2015)

Many of the high crash intersections and segments are located near
some of the densest residential neighborhoods in the region. These
locations are characterized by wide roadway cross-sections, high
speeds, frequent driveways, and limited crossing opportunities, as
shown in Figure 14.

Table 12: Alternatives Comparison: Cyclist and Pedestrian Safety

Table 12 shows baseline conditions for cyclist and pedestrian safety
Metric

Existing

Alt. A

Alt. B

Alt.
C1

Alt.
C2

6.6

7.2

6.8

7.2

7.2

117

112

116

123

106

No
change

Medium

Medium

Low

High

Figure 14: SR 436 just north of Pershing Avenue

Presence of lowstress network
within 0.5 mile of
station areas (lowstress network
length (mi) per
linear mile of
corridor)
Average crossing
distance along
alignment (feet)
Potential to
improve multimodal
experience
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3.1.4

Figure 15: Bike and Pedestrian Crashes along SR 436 (CARS, 2011-2015)

How Transit Can Influence Economic

Health
Literature Review
In this HIA, economic health was evaluated from two angles –
economic return on investment and transportation + housing
affordability on an individual level. The BRT has the potential to have
both positive and negative impacts on economic health in the SR
436 corridor.
The travel time reductions and station area improvements offered by
premium transit can increase land values, since businesses and
residents have a greater willingness to pay a premium to be closer to
new transit stationsxx. Recently implemented BRT systems in the
U.S. have experienced anywhere between $4 and $115 in economic
return per transit dollar spentxxi. Premium transit can also provide
enhanced service during the working hours of low-skill, entry-level,
temporary, and evening/weekend shift jobs, improving economic
outlooks for low-income populations.
Premium transit service can be both a boon and a detriment to lower
income populations who spend a disproportionate share of their
income on the combined costs of housing and transportationxxii. High
housing and transportation costs leave less disposable income for
food, education and health carexxiii. Research out of the Center for
Transit Oriented Development also suggests that the level of
walkability of a neighborhood causes transportation to be more
affordablexxiv. In an auto dependent environment, families spend an
average of 25 percent of their budget on transportation. In a walkable
environment, families spend an average of 9 percent of their budget
on transportation.
Although premium transit can decrease the cost of transportation for
vulnerable populations, it also has the potential to increase the cost
of housing through improved land values, leading to potential
displacement of existing residents and businesses in these
communities.
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Baseline Conditions – Transportation and Housing

Figure 17Error! Reference source not found. shows baseline
conditions for land value and Table 14 shows how baseline
conditions on the SR 436 corridor compare to regional averages.

Affordability
The SR 436 Team used Housing and Transportation Affordability
data from the Center for Neighborhood Technology (CNT) to identify
census tracks with households that are disproportionately burdened
by the combined cost of housing and transportation. Most census
tracts in the SR 436 corridor are burdened by the cost of housing
and transportation. Census tracts near SR 50, Curry Ford Road, and
Hoffner Avenue are severely burdened by the cost of housing and
transportation.
Figure 16 shows baseline conditions for housing and transportation
affordability. Table 13 shows how baseline conditions on the SR 436
corridor compare to regional and national averages.
Table 13: Baseline Comparison: Transportation and Housing Affordability

Housing and Transportation Costs as a Percent of Income (2015)
Affordable Housing and
SR 436
Orlando-Kissimmee-Sanford
Transportation Costs
Corridor
CBSA
(National Benchmark)
63%
58%
45%
Baseline Conditions – Land Values
The Study Team used Department of Revenue data from Orange
and Seminole County to understand baseline land values along the
SR 436 corridor. The corridor has higher average land values per
square foot than Orange and Seminole County at large. This may be
a function of the study corridor having commercial fronting parcels
and being in an urban part of the region. This primary indicator
serves as a point of comparison to conditions after the BRT
implementation. By comparing land value as indicator data from
before and after transit project implementation, the Working Group
can understand and continue to respond to the economic effects of
the SR 436 project.
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Table 14: Baseline Comparison: Economic Return on Investment

Table 15: Alternatives Comparison: Economic Health

Average Property Value ($/Sq. Ft.)1

Metric
Land within 0.5
mile of station
areas that is within
a special district or
has mixed-use
zoning (acres per
mile)
Transit image,
physical presence,
and customer
service2
Capital Costs

SR 436 Corridor (2016)
$34.8
Orange County (2016)
$22.5
Seminole County (2016)
$28.3
1
Calculations exclude public land
Transit Alternatives Comparison
As shown in Error! Reference source not found., the proposed
Alternatives have varying impacts on economic health. Alternatives
A, C1 and C2 have a greater quantity of land within one-half mile of
station areas that is within a special district or has mixed-use zoning.
Alternatives C1 and C2 have the highest transit image, physical
presence, which can cause ridership improvements for BRT services
that cannot be explained by vehicle travel time alone. Alternative C1
is projected to be the most expensive alternative in terms of capital
costs. All four alternatives have medium potential to generate
economic development.

Operating cost per
rider
Operating cost per
year
Potential to
generate economic
development
(market readiness)

BRT transit service is scored in FDOT’s transit planning software (TBEST)
on 14 measures covering vehicle, station, travel way, and
branding/marketing characteristics. TBEST uses scores from these inputs to
2

Existing

Alt. A

Alt. B

Alt. C1

Alt. C2

140

190

150

190

190

No
change

Medium

Medium

High

High

$0.1M

$4M

$4M

$12M

$6M

$2.75

$2.00

$2.00

$1.50

$1.50

$4.1M

$2.3M

$3.8M

$2.1M

$2.2M

No
change

Medium

Medium

Medium

Medium

capture expected ridership improvements for BRT services that cannot be
explained by vehicle travel time alone.
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Figure 16: Transportation and Housing Affordability (Center for
Neighborhood Technology, 2015)

Figure 17: Economic Return on Investment (Orange County and Seminole
County Departments of Revenue, 2016)
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How Transit Can Influence Quality of Life
Figure 18: Transit travel time to access key destinations

Literature Review
While the Study Team conducted a preliminary literature review on
quality of life, the bulk of this research was conducted by the Spring
2017? Planning Healthy Communities class at the University of
Central Florida (taught by Working Group member Dr. Mary Ann
Feldheim). Their research showed that while health is an important
aspect of overall quality of life, there are other elements that
influence this indicator as well, including social interaction, jobs,
housing, schools, and neighborhood perceptionxxv. Mass transit has
been shown to provide opportunities for social interaction and
community development, access to healthcare, cultural institutions,
education facilities, and employment opportunitiesxxvi.
Baseline Conditions – Quality of Life
The UCF planning class distributed a quality of life survey at
SuperStops, high-activity transit stops, and other key community
hubs (such as Bravo Supermarket and Altamonte Springs Mall)
along the SR 436 Corridor. The class gathered 140 surveys during
the survey period. Respondents were predominantly transit riders,
with 64% of respondents indicating they take transit at least several
times a week.

Survey participants also cited the speed of traffic, location of
crosswalks, safety and comfort on sidewalks and lighting as key
neighborhood concerns (Figure 19).
As shown in Figure 20, over half of survey participants have
infrequent positive interactions with their community (less frequently
than two times a month). By improving upon transit station conditions
with substantial shelters, benches, and other amenities, LYNX BRT
stations have potential to become another public "gathering space"
for positive social interactions.

Survey respondents indicated that although they have access to health care,
they also have long commute times to reach health care facilities.

Figure 18 highlights long travel times to access healthy food, work,
and healthcare destinations on the corridor.
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35%
Figure 19: Neighborhood Characteristics of Concern to Survey Participants

Transit Alternatives Comparison
Table 16 shows how the proposed alternatives could influence
quality of life on the SR 436 corridor. All four alternatives will improve
access to the low-stress transportation network compared to existing
conditions.
Table 16: Alternatives Comparison: Quality of Life

Metric
Presence of
low-stress
network within
0.5 mile of
station areas
(number per
linear mile)
Potential to
improve
multimodal
experience

Figure 20: Frequency of positive interactions (friendly conversations, block
parties, community gardening, etc.) with neighbors and community
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Existing

Alt. A

Alt. B

Alt.
C1

Alt.
C2

6.6

7.2

6.8

7.2

7.2

No change

Medium

Medium

Low

High
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3.1.6 How Transit Can Affect Vulnerable Populations
The lack of transportation options isolates many disadvantaged
residents and workers from opportunity. The increased distances
between housing and jobs, as well as educational opportunities, has
created barriers for these population groups. These vulnerable
groups typically include individuals living in poverty and with
concentrations of racial and ethnic minorities. For example, 33
percent of poor African Americans and 25 percent of poor Latinos
lack automobile access, compared with 12.1 percent of poor
whites.xxvii The SR 436 team found that over 80 percent of current
transit riders come from households earning less than $40,000 per
year (Figure 21). 71 percent of SR 436 transit riders come from
minority households, and 54% come from zero-car households
(Figure 22).

Figure 21 Annual Household Income – Orlando MSA vs. SR 436 Corridor

For the purposes of this assessment, the team defined vulnerable
populations as any census tract where most of the population lives
above the Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA) average in two or
more of the following categories:
• Minority population
• Zero car households
• At or below 150% of the poverty line

Figure 22 Basic Demographics – Orlando MSA vs. SR 436 Corridor

Census tracts were identified as vulnerable populations if they were
above average in more than three of the non-health primary indicator
categories (transit commute time to work, transit access to health,
transportation and housing affordability, bike and pedestrian injury
and fatality rates) or above average in more than three health
primary indicator categories (mental health, obesity, diabetes,
hypertension). The names assigned to vulnerable population areas
were based on larger neighborhoods; each vulnerable population
does not necessarily encompass the full neighborhood indicated by
its name. Figure 23 shows the location of each of the vulnerable
populations.
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1 - South Pershing and Lake George
This vulnerable population was identified based on the following
characteristics:

Figure 23: Vulnerable Populations on the SR 436 Corridor

•
•
•
•
•
•

Low median household income ($27,000 - $31,000)
40-55% live below 150% of poverty line
76-82% of income spent on transportation + Housing
Average transit commute time > 60 minutes
Two or less health care facilities within 30-minute transit ride
Above average obesity and diabetes

Under any of the proposed BRT alternatives, this vulnerable
population area would be served by a new station area: GatlinPershing.
2 - Azalea Park East, Curry Ford West, and Monterey
This vulnerable population was identified based on the following
characteristics:
•
•
•
•

Low median household income ($31,000-$42,000)
Up to 50% live below 150% of poverty line
58-74% of income spent on transportation + housing
Above average obesity, diabetes, hypertension, and
depression

Under any of the proposed BRT alternatives, this vulnerable
population area would be served by five new station areas: Michigan,
Curry Ford, Engelwood, Azalea Park, and Colonial.
3 – Winter Park, Aloma East, and Howell Branch East
This vulnerable population was identified based on the following
characteristics:
•
•
•
•
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Low median household income ($29,000 – $44,000)
28-48% live below 150% of poverty line
64-78% of income spent on transportation + housing
Average transit commute time > 60 minutes
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stepping stone to future, premium transit service. Limited-stop bus
service will provide faster service, more affordable (compared to
vehicle ownership) to employment and healthcare destinations along
the corridor. This could, in turn, influence the areas chronic disease
concerns (diabetes, obesity, hypertension).

Within ½ mile of high bike-ped injury/fatality segment
(University Blvd to Aloma Ave)
Above average diabetes, hypertension, and depression

Under Alternatives A, C1, and C2, this vulnerable population area
would be served by one new station area: University. Under
Alternative B, the vulnerable population area would be served by
three new station areas: University, Aloma, and Casselberry
Commons.

Transit Alternatives Comparison
Alternatives A, C1, and C2 would provide faster, more reliable, more
affordable (compared to vehicle ownership) service to employment
and healthcare destinations located between OIA and University
Boulevard. Alternative B would provide similar premium service
between Orlando International Airport and the Altamonte Springs
SunRail Station. Complete Streets improvements along the corridor
and in station areas would influence the corridor’s chronic disease
concerns.

4 – Altamonte North and Casselberry (North and South)
This vulnerable population was identified based on the following
characteristics:
•
•
•
•
•
•

30-57% live below 150% of poverty line
58-77% of income spent on transportation + housing
Average transit commute time > 60 minutes
Two or less health care facilities within 30-minute transit ride
Within ½ mile of high bike-ped injury/fatality intersection
(Oxford Rd)
Above average diabetes, obesity, hypertension, and
depression

Table 17 shows how the proposed alternatives could influence
vulnerable populations living on the SR 436 corridor. All four
alternatives have an increased opportunity to influence vulnerable
populations living on the corridor compared to existing LYNX service.
Table 17: Alternatives Comparison: Vulnerable Populations

Metric
Vulnerable
population
within 0.5 mile
of stations
(number per
linear mile)

Under Alternative B this vulnerable population area would be served
by three new station areas: Casselberry Marketplace, US 17/92, and
SunRail.
5 – Weathersfield and Lake Orienta
This vulnerable population was identified based on the following
characteristics:
•
•

Two or less health care facilities within 30-minute transit ride
Above average diabetes, obesity, and hypertension

This vulnerable population area would not be directly served by any
of the proposed BRT alternatives. However, LYNX plans to
implement limited-stop bus service along the SR 436 corridor
between Orlando International Airport (OIA) and SR 434 as a
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Alt. A

Alt. B

Alt. C1

Alt. C2

574

740

609

740

740
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3.1.7 Assessment Summary
The potential impact of the recommended transit alternative was
summarized and evaluated using four metrics:
•
•

•
•

Direction: Does the improvement have potential to affect a
positive or negative change in the indicator?
Magnitude: What is the scope of impact, relative to
population size? The indicator received a “low” rating if it
affects less than 25 percent of the corridor population,
“medium” if 25-50 percent of the corridor population, and
“high” if over 50 percent of the corridor population
Likelihood: What is the probability of the indicator being
impacted by the improvements?
Distribution: What is the geographic and socioeconomic
distribution of the potential impact?

Table 18 lists the possible direction, magnitude, likelihood, and
distribution effects of the SR 436 project on each of the primary
indicators.
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Table 18: HIA Assessment Summary Table

Health Indicator

Access to Health
and Employment

Physical Health
Indicators

Cyclist and
Pedestrian Safety

Direction Magnitude Likelihood

Relatively higher effect on
vulnerable populations, children,
elderly, people with disabilities
Relatively higher effect on
vulnerable populations, children,
elderly, people with disabilities
Relatively higher effect on
elderly, auto-dependent
communities

Transit Commute Time to Work

Positive

Medium

Likely

Transit Access to Health

Positive

Medium?

Possible

Mental Health

Positive

Low

Possible

Chronic Disease – Obesity,
Diabetes, Hypertension

Positive

Medium

Likely

Relatively higher effect on autodependent communities

Bike and Pedestrian Crash Rates
(Injury and Fatality)
Transportation & Housing
Affordability

Economic Health

Distribution

Positive

High

Possible

The entire corridor, especially
high-speed areas; and
vulnerable populations

Positive &
Negative

High

Likely

In station areas and
auto dependent neighborhoods,

Economic Return on Investment
(Property Value)

Positive

Low

Quality of Life & Sense of
Community

Positive

Medium

Quality of Life
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Relatively higher effect in station
areas, areas of low land value,
Possible where supportive land use policy
exists

Possible

Relatively higher effect in station
areas
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For each demonstration area, the Study Team evaluated existing
land use conditions, existing transit service and use, and
demographic makeup. The team also developed illustrative
concepts of potential future land use scenarios if station areas
redeveloped in a transit supportive pattern. Two future scenarios
were developed for each target area: a near-term scenario and longterm development scenario. The future scenarios illustrate how
access to premium transit may influence development patterns and
densities; and what development patterns can foster transit use.
Each demonstration area was then evaluated based on how well the
various health indicators can likely perform compared to current
conditions.

Station Demonstration Areas

The HIA Working Group and Study Team selected three station
areas to illustrate and evaluate how the new transit investment can
potentially impact community health. These demonstration stations
were considered some of the most likely areas for transit-oriented
development (TOD) and were chosen based on 15 location criteria
that influence land use development decisions (included in the
Market Assessment Memo), including:
•
•
•
•
•

Critical mass of vacant and underutilized parcels
High ridership stops
Vulnerable population areas
Development potential & market demand
Local agency champions

The three target demonstration areas are:
1. Curry Ford and SR 436
This area represents an opportunity to create small infill
redevelopment on large existing suburban commercial parcels
while providing new connections to surrounding neighborhoods
and connections to existing park space. This intersection also
provides an opportunity for major transportation infrastructure
investment in the form of pedestrian and bicycle facilities
adjacent to SR 436 and a potential transit transfer station/hub.
These improvements could drastically improve safety for users of
the area, while improving street crossings, and stimulating the
area’s economic development.

Zoning and land use policies can help support or inhibit the potential
for the proposed BRT to influence the health indicators identified by
the HIA. Policies can remove barriers, if any, to the transit-supportive
development pattern or limit the establishment of unhealthy
destinations within a community. For example, a more pedestrianfriendly environment positively influences all of the HIA indicator
categories.
As part of the demonstration area evaluation, the Study Team
researched the industry best practices for supportive TOD uses. The
research revealed a consistent approach for the following regulatory
standards:
•
•
•
•
•
•

2. University and SR 436
This station area encompasses Full Sail University and its
surrounding related land uses. It offers a rich opportunity to
combine redevelopment efforts with the university while
capturing market potential related to its growth. TOD
redevelopment connected to the expansion of Full Sail’s campus
would create an environment that can support increased transit
ridership and increased cyclist and pedestrian activity. The
demonstration area examines the area in between the university
and SR 436 and specifically identifies areas for neighborhood
infill, smaller streets that create neighborhood scale connections,

Mix and density of land uses
Site design and lot layout (roadway setbacks, front doors
addressing and accessible from roadways)
Parking requirements
Vehicular standards
Pedestrian standards
Building features

Each of these major categories can be regulated in a variety of ways
to influence the overall health of the SR 436 Corridor communities. A
summary of those best practices is shown in the recommendations
section of this report.
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4.2 Issues and Opportunities

and opportunities for increased open space within walkable
distances to a majority of the multi-family housing in this area.

SR 436

3. US 17/92 and SR 436
This area is defined primarily by underdeveloped land currently
occupied by several “big box” developments and retailers with
ample parking. Creating opportunities for redevelopment using
walkable and transit supportive development pattern on both
sides of SR 436 will help grow the area into a major transit hub,
facilitating transfers between SR 436 and US 17/92. The TOD
potential in this area can build on ongoing redevelopment activity
in the City of Casselberry and Seminole County.

Curry Ford Rd

La Costa
Urban
Wetlands

4.1 Economic Benefits
One of the many community benefits of integrating multimodal
mobility and access (including access to premium transit) in
developments is the increase in tax revenues through appreciation in
property values. Based on the theoretical land use program
developed for the station concept, an analysis was done to
understand the potential increase in tax revenues that could be
generated as part of redevelopment.
Studies have also shown that premium public transit itself can
increase the development potential of real estate near stations, and
thereby increase property values. This appreciation, called the
“transit premium” in property values are in addition to any increase
due to normal market conditions. This “transit premium” on property
values can range from as little as a few percent to over 150%.xxviii

Based on the understanding of the issues and opportunities, concept
plans were generated to illustrate how TOD and station area design
and planning principles can be applied to the demonstration areas.
The purpose of these plans is to highlight the best practices in
planning for multimodal mobility, including: the development of
mixed-use nodes around and oriented toward the station; increasing
density through infill development within the walkshed of the station;
enhancing pedestrian and bicycle connectivity; creating a network of
streets and walkable size blocks; and creating a variety of sizes and
scales of public space around the station.
The plans explore potential redevelopment that supports multimodal
mobility specifically within each station’s half-mile walk shed. The
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4.4 Station Demonstration Area Potential

redevelopment opportunities shown are strategically located on
publicly-owned, underutilized, and/or vacant parcels. The station
areas function as mixed-use development nodes that connect
important destinations within the corridor. Major roads are lined with
mixed-use, office, retail, and residential buildings with active ground
floor uses. Streetscape enhancements along existing and proposed
streets strengthen multimodal connectivity by improving pedestrian
and bicycle facilities and the overall quality of the public realm.

The following illustrative graphics show existing and potential
development scenarios for the three station demonstration areas
along the SR 436 BRT. These station area concepts are not meant
to convey a formal plan or policy direction and is instead meant to
encourage discussion as community members, city leaders and staff,
and private partners consider plans and future investments in the
station areas. The concepts are intended to fully support the vision of
creating and active and connective corridor, illustrating potential
future scenarios for the areas.

4.3 Synthesis
Based on review of the existing conditions, future policies of the host
municipality, and direct stakeholder discussions, several conclusions
become apparent. There are destinations in each study area that will
act as attractors for local and regional transit users. Leveraging
these attractors and building more robust connectivity between them
will help spur economic development and will help the proposed BRT
service and station areas thrive. Each municipality should continue to
implement plans to capture the maximum benefits of transit and
support transit ridership, while beginning to focus on infrastructure
improvements and additions anticipating the proposed transit
improvement. A healthy mix of higher density and intensity mix of
land uses are critical to the success of the station area. Key
pedestrian and bicycling routes should effectively link transit stations
to important destinations. Developing these corridors to be lowstress bicycling and walking routes can help expand the BRT’s reach
and encourage more riders to use public transportation. All the
demonstration sites have aging commercial development that
precedes current State and local stormwater requirements – this
means when redevelopment occurs a larger portion of sites will
require open space and stormwater treatment. The open space and
stormwater areas should be planned and designed together as a
system in coordination with the development program, multimodal
mobility solutions, and connected to the existing contextual open
space systems.
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4.4.1 Curry Ford Road and SR 436 Station Area Plan
The Curry Ford Station Area (Figure 24) has a very limited street
network and only two full intersections to facilitate traffic flow. The
land uses are primarily single-use commercial (large shopping
plazas with surface parking lots and outparcel retail) facing inward
away from SR 436, single-entry multifamily apartments with no
connections to adjacent land uses, and the La Costa Urban Wetland,
a natural resource accessible publicly only from the La Costa Drive
on the northern portion of the study area. Much of the existing
development is at or near the end of its architectural lifespan
including the former K-Mart, now vacant, shopping plaza. These
resources present an ideal scenario for large scale TOD
redevelopment.

SR 436

Figure 24 Existing Curry Ford TOD Area

La Costa Urban
Wetland

Curry Ford Rd

Sedano’s
K-Mart
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Figure 26: Curry Ford Demonstration Area – Existing Streets

SR 436

SR 436 through this area has a wide cross section - six lanes with a
wide center median, and several turn lanes. Existing block sizes in
the study area are, on average, three times the size of standard
blocks sizes with the largest blocks in the area being more than five
times the size of a typical city block (Figure 25). The disconnected
street network (Figure 26) channels both regional and local traffic to
very few roadway segments and intersections, resulting in high
volumes, high speeds, and an environment that is unsafe and
uncomfortable for pedestrians and cyclists.
Figure 25: Curry Demonstration Area – Street Existing Block Structure

La Costa Urban
Wetland

Curry Ford Rd

SR 436

Sedano’s
K-Mart
La Costa Urban
Wetland

Curry Ford Rd

Sedano’s
K-Mart
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4.4.1.1 Near-Term Development
In the near-term, the former K-Mart site is ideal for redevelopment
(Figure 27). The existing parking lots would be converted into
development blocks for two-story mixed-use buildings and some
surface parking behind the new buildings and connected to the
existing outparcels. The parking lot drive aisles would be converted
to new streets with sidewalks, streetscape, and on-street parking
supporting the adjacent development. The current footprint of the KMart site would be transformed into a new large open space that
would serve as the focus of the new redevelopment, while also
supporting stormwater needs. The eastern edge of the site would be
a new street with on-street parking, streetscape, and sidewalks that
would connect across Curry Ford Road and up to La Costa Drive
creating a public frontage for the La Costa Urban Wetland. The
required parcels needed to make this connection are situated to
support new multifamily residential that would front the new street.

SR 436

Figure 27: Curry Ford Demonstration Area – Short-Term Illustrative Concept

La Costa Urban
Wetland
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4.4.1.2 Long-Term Development
The near-term development of the former K-Mart site will set the
table for future phases of redevelopment (Figure 28). The existing
multi-family residential complex would redevelopment into a series of
residential blocks surrounding the new open space and connecting
to Bowen Road. Additional connections would cross SR 436 to the
west, building on existing parking lot entries and drive aisles to
create a walkable block pattern. Similar opportunities for connective
streets, open space areas, and multi-use development blocks would
occur in each quadrant surrounding Curry Ford Road and SR 436.
The newly created parallel street and block network will assist in
distributing traffic throughout the area, especially with the increased
density. Additionally, newly added green spaces will provide
community and recreational amenities, as well as functioning as
potential areas for water retention requirements.

SR 436

Figure 28: Curry Ford Demonstration Area – Long Term Illustrative Concept
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4.4.2 Curry Ford Road and SR 436 Station Area Plan
HIA Indicators
The near- and long-term scenarios were assigned conceptual land
use development based on future policy and current market trends.
The scenarios were evaluated based on the primary health indicators
selected by the HIA Working Group. Table 19 provides a summary of
measures related to each health indicator when comparing the near
and long-term scenarios to the current conditions.

La Costa
Urban
Wetland

K-Mart

The near- and long-term scenarios result in significant increases in
housing density, street connectivity, and green space; a significant
decrease in average block size, and modest traffic volume growth
compared to the population and tax base added to the community.
The development of a network of slower speed roads have been
shown to lower potential for bike and pedestrian crashes. From a
health perspective, these changes improve outcomes for all the
primary indicators.
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Table 19: Curry Ford Demonstration Area Matrix

Metric

Indicators

Economic Health

Quality of Life/
Sense of Comm.

Scenarios

Type

Unit

Existing

Housing density

du/acre

5

10

30

Employees
Housing units
Peak hour trips generated3
Land used for parking4
Diversity of housing types

Number
Number
Trips
Acres
Number

1,940
1,090
3,070
140
2

1,790
1,350
2,545
135
3

2,150
4,630
4,070
120
3

Acres

25

30

35

Number

1

2

2

No of Blocks

25

30

45

Jobs-to-Housing Ratio
Public streets linking north-south direction
Public streets linking east-west direction

Ratio
Feet
Feet

1.80
11,100
9,725

1.30
14,990
11,180

0.50
23,150
19,305

Average block perimeter (walkability)

Feet

2,470

2,155

1,560

Int/Sq Mi
Feet

50
7,625

100
15,320

250
30,410

Streets w/fronting uses/trees/wide sidewalks

Feet

0

7,695

22,780

Streets w/ 30 mph or less

Feet

10,025

15,370

31,880

Percent

50%

40%

25%

Percent

65%

50%

30%

Open space
Diversity of land use types per building
Ability to allow land-use changes

Access to Health
and Employment

Physical Health
(Mental Health
and Chronic
Disease)

Cyclist and
Pedestrian
Safety

Intersection Density (walkability)
Streets w/ appropriate ped/bike facilities5

% of network not accommodating broad range of
peds/cyclists (high LTS, high speeds)
% of network with more than 2 lanes

3

Short Term Long Term

Calculated using ITE Trip Generation Manual (10th Edition) rates for theoretical land use program in each scenario
Calculation of square area of pavement used for parking vehicles
5
Definition of appropriate ped/bike facilities includes low speed & volume roads with sidewalks, and high speed roadways with physically
separated bike facilities and sidewalks
4
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Figure 29 Existing University Blvd TOD Area

4.4.3 University Boulevard and SR 436 Station Area

SR 436

Plan
Like the Curry Ford Station, the University Station Area (Figure 29)
also has a very limited street network with only University Boulevard
connecting with SR 436 to facilitate all the traffic flow from the area.
The land uses include aging commercial retail plazas, large-lot car
dealerships, and most of the southeast quadrant of the study area
includes the Full Sail University (FSU) campus (a refurbished “bigbox” commercial shopping plaza with vast areas of off-street parking,
but with branded buildings and some campus-specific wayfinding
elements). As a college campus, FSU attracts many potential transit
users as students, faculty, and administration staff. While SR 436
(through this area) has a wide cross section - six lanes with a wide
center median, and several turn lanes, this area sees a high amount
of pedestrian and bicycle traffic especially between the adjacent
multifamily residential complexes and single-family neighborhoods
surrounding the study area. Redevelopment in this area, focused on
and around FSU, could spur other institutions and businesses to
relocate here and begin forming a hub for innovation and a major
destination in the region.

University Blvd

Banchory Rd
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4.4.3.1 Near-Term Development
In the near-term (Figure 30), the connector streets University Center
Drive and University Park Drive would be combined as a shared
space connecting the existing core campus buildings with the
adjacent converted outparcel office and restaurant buildings fronting
University Boulevard and SR 436. The primary catalyst site would be
on the corner of University Center Drive and SR 436. This
development site would be a multi-story campus/office building and
ground floor retail and an attached parking garage that would serve
FSU as well as park-and-ride opportunities for the proposed SR 436
BRT. Because of the parking garage, FSU could transform the
existing surface parking lots into a unified campus quadrangle green
space with multiple opportunities to locate new campus buildings and
provide high quality, active, and passive recreational areas for
students.

SR 436

Figure 30: University Boulevard Demonstration Area – Near-Term TransitOriented Development (TOD)

The signalized intersection at Driggs Drive/University Park Drive and
University Boulevard provides an opportunity to connect the FSU
campus to a large vacant parcel just west of the Costco Shopping
Center. This undeveloped property is sized appropriately for a
mixed-use, residential development with gridded multimodal streets
and quality, public open spaces. The residential portion of the
development could serve FSU with affordable student housing, while
also providing market-rate housing, helping to create a strong
“innovation” node for future residents to live, work, play, and study.

University Blvd

Banchory Rd
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4.4.3.2 Long-Term Development
Building on the new campus plan for FSU, the long-term
development (Figure 31) would extend University Park Drive south
as a campus street and parallel route to SR 436 providing access,
on-street parking, and walking and bicycling connection to the core
of campus. In the northeast quadrant of the study area, some of the
existing car dealership areas and the current US Post Office site on
Driggs Drive would be redeveloped in concert with the near-term
“innovation” node and connect across the Cady Way Trail to Aloma
Avenue (SR 426). These multimodal street connections would add
two additional north-south routes between University Boulevard and
Aloma Avenue which is currently only connected by Forsyth Road,
just over half-mile to the east. The new opportunities for
development along Aloma Avenue and SR 436 would build on the
existing strong medical office market, as well as opportunities for
feeder businesses stemming from the growth of FSU.

Figure 31: University Boulevard Demonstration Area – Long Term TransitOriented Development (TOD)

University Blvd

In the long-term development at the University Blvd Station, the
redevelopment continues throughout the station area, the area would
see additional streets, new connections, mixed use commercial and
residential developments and new green spaces that will create a
unique space adjacent to Full Sail University.

Full Sail

Banchory Rd
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4.4.4 University Boulevard and SR 436 Station Area
Plan HIA Matrix
The near and long-term illustrative scenarios were evaluated to
compare how each scenario influences the outcomes of the various
health indicators. Table 20 provides a summary of measures related
to each health indicator when comparing the near and long-term
scenarios to the current conditions.
The near and long-term scenarios resulted in a range of 120% 200% increase in intersection density (a measure of walkability), a
six-fold increase in streets with multimodal facilities in the near-term
and nearly a twelve-fold increase in the long term. Residential
housing would be introduced to the study area and the amount of
open space would increase by 500%. The changes proposed in each
scenario would significantly improve the outcomes for HIA primary
indicators.
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Table 20: University Boulevard Demonstration Area Matrix

Metric
Indicators

Economic Health

Unit

Existing

Short Term

Long
Term

Housing density

du/acre

2

4

10

Employees

Number

2337

5,780

7,076

Housing units

Number

384

644

1,439

Peak hour trips generated6

Trips

2684

3889

4005

Land used for parking7

Acres

107

100

88

Number

1

1

1

Acres

0

1

5

Number

1

2

2

No of Blocks

19

26

47

Jobs-to-Housing Ratio

Ratio

6

9

5

Public streets linking north-south direction

Feet

20,053

21,963

30,749

Public streets linking east-west direction

Feet

14,550

15,330

19,084

Average block perimeter (walkability)

Feet

2,313

1,971

1,374

Int/Sq Mi
Feet
Feet

149
1,413
0

180
6,892
5,485

296
17,753
17,753

Feet

21,142

23,832

36,100

% of network not accommodating broad range of
peds/cyclists (high LTS, high speeds)

Percent

39%

36%

27%

% of network with more than 2 lanes

Percent

39%

36%

27%

Type

Diversity of housing types
Quality of Life/ Sense
of Comm.

Open space
Diversity of land use types per building
Ability to allow land-use changes

Access to Health and
Employment

Physical Health (Mental
Health and Chronic
Disease)

Intersection Density (walkability)
Streets w/ appropriate ped/bike facilites8
Streets w/fronting uses/trees/wide sidewalks
Streets w/ 30 mph or less

Cyclist and Pedestrian
Safety

Scenarios

6

Calculated using ITE Trip Generation Manual (10th Edition) rates for theoretical land use program in each scenario
Calculation of square area of pavement used for parking vehicles
8
Definition of appropriate ped/bike facilities includes low speed & volume roads with sidewalks, and high speed roadways with physically
separated bike facilities and sidewalks
7
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Figure 32 Existing US 17/92 TOD Area

4.4.5 US 17 / 92 and SR 436 Station Area Plan
The last demonstration area examined was the US 17/92 Station Area
(Figure 32). This area has a slightly better street network as compared
to the previous demonstration sties, but recent improvement of the US
17/92 and SR 436 intersection resulted in a grade separation which
significantly impacts the redevelopment potential of the surrounding
area. The current land use is primarily large, big-box format
commercial retail with automobile-oriented outparcels. There is some
new multi-family residential in the northeast quadrant of the study area
and the smaller internal streets connect to diverse single-family
residential neighborhoods surrounding the study area. The City of
Casselberry has made significant improvements to Oxford Road and
Seminole County has engaged with private developers to begin
redeveloping areas on the southeast quadrant of the study area.
Because of these recent investments and the regional traffic flowing
through on US 17-92, there is ample opportunity to capitalize on an
additional investment in transit.
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4.4.5.1.1 Near-Term Development
In the near-term (Figure 33), a new street would be formed from the
connecting parking lot drive aisles in front of the Old Tyme Pottery
Shopping Plaza. The new street would connect the interior streets
across Oxford Road to the new SR 436 BRT Transit Station and link
together the existing wetland/open space adjacent to the Sole at
Casselberry with the new open space formed with a portion of the
large surface parking lot. A fibrous street network would be formed
from the large surface parking lot and newly formed blocks will
support a series of smaller mixed-use office/commercial buildings
surrounding the new open space. Multi-family residential would be
introduced on the east side of the redevelopment abutting the
existing residential.

Figure 33: US 17/92 Demonstration Area – Near-Term Transit-Oriented
Development (TOD)
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4.4.5.2 Long-Term Development
As the near-term scenario is completed and additional efforts to the
southeast are realized, the long-term scenario (Figure 34) would
continue to extend new streets across SR 436 and Oxford Road and
eventually connect to the frontage streets along US 17/92. The new
streets would form a gridded street network connecting to the multifamily residential complex, Sole at Casselberry to the north and the
Oxford Square Apartments to the east. The new streets would
provide multiple parallel streets to SR 436 and Oxford Road
increasing the overall connectivity. The additional new streets would
intersect with SR 436 creating an urban block structure that
fundamentally shift the automobile-centric SR 436 into a more
context-based, traffic-calmed multimodal corridor.

Figure 34: US 17/92 Demonstration Area – Long-Term Transit-Oriented
Development (TOD)
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4.4.6 US 17/92 and SR 436 Station Area Plan HIA
Matrix
The near and long-term illustrative scenarios were evaluated to
compare how each scenario influences the outcomes of the various
health indicators. Table 20 provides a summary of measures related
to each health indicator when comparing the near and long-term
scenarios to the current conditions.
Significant increase in housing density, 10 ac of open space, 2/3 cut
in block perimeter, 34% reduction in non-ped accommodations, 28%
increase in low-stress bike network.
The near and long-term scenarios resulted in a significant increase in
housing density. The amount of open space increased ten-fold in the
long-term scenario. The overall average block perimeter (an indicator
of walkability) was reduced by nearly two-thirds. The long-term
scenario also led to 34% reduction in streets that do not
accommodate multimodal facilities and an increase of 28% of lowstress bicycling network. Based on these outcomes, each of the HIA
primary indicators would be improved.
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Table 21: US 17/92 Demonstration Area Matrix

Metric

Indicators

Economic Health

Scenarios

Type

Unit

Existing

Housing density

du/acre

1

5

21

Employees
Housing units

Number
Number

2,385
191

2,106
509

2,518
1801

Peak hour trips generated9

Trips

3,742

2,815

3484

Land used for parking10

Acres

71

65

47

Number

1

2

2

Acres

0

1

10

Number

1

2

2

No of Blocks

7

22

54

Jobs-to-Housing Ratio

Ratio

12

4

1

Public streets linking north-south direction

Feet

6,747

10,166

18,341

Public streets linking east-west direction

Feet

9,769

12,988

19,280

Average block perimeter (walkability)

Feet

3,470

1,538

1,004

Int/Sq Mi
Feet

42
6,079

201
12,717

531
27,184

Streets w/fronting uses/trees/wide sidewalks

Feet

0

6,638

21,105

Streets w/ 30 mph or less

Feet

11,304

17,942

32,409

% of network not accommodating broad range of peds/cyclists
(high LTS, high speeds)

Percent

60%

43%

26%

% of network with more than 2 lanes

Percent

32%

23%

14%

Diversity of housing types
Quality of Life/
Sense of Comm.

Open space
Diversity of land use types per building
Ability to allow land-use changes

Access to Health
and Employment

Physical Health
(Mental Health
and Chronic
Disease)

Cyclist and
Pedestrian Safety

Intersection Density (walkability)
Streets w/ appropriate ped/bike facilites11

9

Short Term Long Term

Calculated using ITE Trip Generation Manual (10th Edition) rates for theoretical land use program in each scenario
Calculation of square area of pavement used for parking vehicles
11
Definition of appropriate ped/bike facilities includes low speed & volume roads with sidewalks, and high speed roadways with physically
separated bike facilities and sidewalks
10
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Table 22: Demonstration Areas – Percent Change in Land Value per Acre

4.4.7 Parking and Land Value
In all three demonstration areas, the total acreage of land used for
parking is projected to decrease between the existing and long-term
conditions in favor of mixed-use buildings and enhanced street
network. Surface parking offers few benefits and a host of
drawbacks, including:
•
•
•
•

50%
40%

38%

35%

30%
20%

Decreased value of land
Increased distance/separation between land uses
Discouragement of multimodal travel
Environmental impacts: heat island effect, stormwater runoff,
etc.

10%

15%

12%

9%
6%

0%
Existing to Short Term
Curry Ford

Increases in the use of TNCs (Uber/Lyft), transit, and non-motorized
modes of transportation can reduce parking demand and free up
space for more valuable land uses demonstrated in this section.
Table 22 shows just redeveloping surface parking in the three
demonstration areas could yield increased land values. The Study
Team did this by applying an estimated average land value (based
on an existing mixed-use development in Altamonte Springs) to the
new mixed-use development areas that replace existing parking area
in each scenario.
If the near-term station area plans were pursued, each station area
would experience a five to 12 percent increase in land value per
acre. If the long-term station area plans were implemented, each
station area would experience a 15 to 38 percent increase in land
value per acre.
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5 Recommendations

partners with primary responsibility for the recommendations and
supporting partners who also play a vital role in implementation.

5.1 Recommendations
While the findings of this HIA support the implementation of Bus
Rapid Transit, supplementary recommendations in the areas of
policy, programming, marketing, and infrastructure were developed
to mitigate negative impacts and support positive health outcomes as
the BRT project moves forward. These recommendations were
developed by the HIA Working Group and based on the assessment
presented in section 3 of this report and successful case studies
found throughout the country.
Many of these recommendations address two or more HIA primary
indicator areas, denoted by the following symbols:

Recommendations with this symbol denote an action that
has the potential to increase access to health and
employment.
Recommendations with this symbol show potential to
increase physical activity and decrease stress which
improve chronic disease and mental health rates.
Recommendations with this symbol show potential to
decrease bike and pedestrian injury and fatality rates.
Recommendations with this symbol show potential to
increase transportation and housing affordability
and/or property values.
Recommendations with this symbol show potential to
increase quality of life and sense of community.
Multi-faceted partnership is paramount to truly realizing positive
health outcomes on a variety of levels in the SR 436 corridor.
Because of this, each recommendation includes next steps for the
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5.1.1 Programming

BRT alternative, ultimately becoming the HealthLine, a name born
out of a partnership between Cleveland Clinic and University
Hospitals. Strong support from city officials and the local community
development corporations have helped to market the Downtown,
MidTown, and University Circle neighborhoods and a zoning overlay
in MidTown attempts to ensure compatibility between new land use
in the corridor and the BRT line. In addition, RTA runs an active
transit-oriented development program that interfaces with
developers, property owners, and community development
corporations. The result is RTA’s success in implementing the
nation's first BRT silver transit line, 40% spike in ridership during its
first year, positive economic impact by introducing private investment
in new commercial real estate projects, and the neighborhoods have
experienced a wave of mixed housing and retail development within
walking distance of Healthline stops, etc.

5.1.1.1 Facilitate SR 436 Action Group

POTENTIAL LEAD P ARTNER:
LYNX
SUPPORTING P ARTNERS :
METROPLAN ORLANDO
CITIES
COUNTIES
NEIGHBORHOOD ORGANIZATIONS
HEALTH O RGANIZATIONS
GATEWAY ORLANDO
BUSINESS ORGANIZATIONS

5.1.1.2 Engage Community through Social Media and

A SR 436 “Action Group” could be established to carry on the work
of the SR 436 Transit Study PAWG and HIA Working Group. This
group would be responsible for ensuring that all recommendations
(from the Transit Corridor Study and HIA) are implemented,
monitored, and evaluated. Spearheaded by MetroPlan Orlando or
LYNX, the “Action Group” could be comprised of key PAWG
members such as LYNX, City of Orlando, City of Casselberry,
Orange County, Seminole County, MetroPlan Orlando, and could
also include the neighborhood and business organizations
mentioned in the following recommendations – Gateway Orlando,
Bike/Walk Central Florida, neighborhood groups, and community arts
organizations, Florida Hospital, and Departments of Health (Orange
and Seminole Counties). It is recommended that this group meet
regularly to coordinate and track progress toward recommendation
implementation and the realization of a healthier SR 436.

Interactive Station Programming

POTENTIAL LEAD P ARTNER:
LYNX
SUPPORTING P ARTNERS :
CITY OF O RLANDO COMMUNITY AFFAIRS & HUMAN RELATIONS
ORANGE COUNTY ARTS & CULTURAL AFFAIRS
NEIGHBORHOOD ORGANIZATIONS
ART ORGANIZATIONS (SUCH AS SEE ART ORLANDO , U NITED ARTS OF
CENTRAL FLORIDA)
BUSINESS ORGANIZATIONS
FULL SAIL UNIVERSITY
Over half of SR 436 Quality of Life survey participants have
infrequent positive interactions with their community (less frequently
than two times a month). LYNX has the opportunity to leverage the

One successful case study of a similar partnership is the Euclid
Avenue Corridor (later known as the HealthLine) in Cleveland, OH.
The Greater Cleveland Regional Transit Authority (RTA) adopted a
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new BRT stations to be a venue for positive community interactions.
With that end in mind, stakeholder engagement and community art
play an important role in enhancing the sense of place for riders.
Transit can be a unifying force in communities by engaging the
community in station design and art installations, interactive station
programming (such as "Adopt a Stop" clean-ups, geocaching near
stations), and social media campaigns (such as #mystop,
#irideLYNX, #LYNXrideday, etc.). It is suggested that LYNX (and the
SR 436 “Action Group”) partner with Full Sail University, Gateway
Orlando, and Art Organizations such as United Arts of Central
Florida, See Art Orlando and Creative City Project to collaborate on
creative placemaking opportunities at new BRT stations.

fully accessible by bus and rail. It educates about art, the transit
system, and instills a sense of community pride and ownership that
has spurred transit-oriented development.xxix
South Florida’s Tri-Rail Ride and Play Campaign and Omnitrans
(San Bernardino, CA) have recently engaged riders through
community engagement campaigns as well. Omnitrans entered into
a partnership with an organization which hosts a popular regional
community agricultural fair to help to create awareness about its
year-old rapid transit line, sbX, and weekend bus service that directly
served the fair. To do this, they developed a promotional campaign
for 2 for 1 bus pass tickets for public school students and families, $2
off event admission coupons
Figure 36 TriMet (Portland, OR)
(distributed onboard buses), and
implemented an Adopt-a-Stop
social media promotion including an
program to support community
#OmniRetro Selfie Contest, and
interaction and cleanliness at bus
Omnitrans app advertising/promotion. stations
All engagements incorporated the
event's "Blast from the Past" 1950s
theme, and the agency's 1958
vintage bus was on display at the
event. The campaign was successful
in generating awareness with more
than 300 free rides redeemed by local
students, and more than 500
admission coupons were used in the
promotion's first year. Additionally,
sbX rapid transit line ridership
finished +31% for the same fiscal
year as the campaign.xxx

Since 1994, RTD (Denver) has run their “Art-n-Transit” program to
enhance the design, aesthetic quality, and user friendliness of transit
projects, as well as to foster transit-oriented community
development. This program partners with local artists to install
artwork at transit facilities and puts together an “Art-n-Transit”
brochure which provides an artistic self-guided tour on public transit
Figure 35 RTD implemented an Art-n-Transit program to instill a sense of community
pride and ownership station areas

Adopt-a-Stop Programs have been
implemented by Tri-Met (Portland
Metro Area), MetroTransit
(Minneapolis/St Paul), Metro (Houston) support community
interaction and cleanliness at bus stations. These agencies offer
incentives to participating organizations including a plaque with the
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organization's name at the adopted bus stop, press releases to local
newsletters, and free bus passes.

Century 21 Blvd, Hanging Moss Road, and SR 426) and future
efforts should be focused in BRT station areas mentioned in the
Transit Corridor Study.

Swings, vertical gardens and interactive art are also examples of
community-driven improvements to existing stop designs. Even if a
station or stop is buffered by a blank wall, interactive aesthetic
treatments can be applied to transform it into something creative and
attractive.

Figure 37 High Visibility Crosswalk Enforcement has been used by Best
Foot Forward to realize a 32% increase in driver yield rates

5.1.1.3 Implement High Visibility Crosswalk
Enforcement

POTENTIAL LEAD P ARTNER:
BEST FOOT FORWARD (BIKE/WALK CENTRAL FLORIDA)
SUPPORTING P ARTNERS :
FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
ORLANDO POLICE DEPARTMENT
ORANGE COUNTY POLICE DEPARTMENT
SEMINOLE COUNTY POLICE DEPARTMENT
CASSELBERRY POLICE DEPARTMENT
Since 2012 Best Foot Forward, a Central Florida Grassroots
Pedestrian Safety Initiative, has implemented high visibility
enforcement (HVE) on low- and high-speed roadways throughout the
region. This program involves police officers in everyday clothes
crossing the street in a crosswalk. When drivers fail to stop, putting a
pedestrian at risk, they are pulled over and issued a citation. Since
2012, these efforts have led to a 32% increase in driver yield rates
on roads with speeds 40 mph or higher (2017).
This program could continue to be supported by FDOT and SR 436
law enforcement partners and could be expanded to include more
crosswalk locations along SR 436. In particular, HVE could be
prioritized at high pedestrian fatality crosswalk locations identified in
the FDOT SR 436 Bike and Pedestrian Safety Studies (Pershing
Avenue, Curry Ford Road, Lake Underhill Road, Old Cheney Hwy,
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5.1.2 Infrastructure

LYNX could pursue public / private partnership with large institutions,
businesses, and other funding partners along the corridor (such as
UCF, Full Sail University, Orlando International Airport (OIA), and
Florida Hospital) to sponsor and design functional and attractive
stations (shelters, off-board ticketing, bike racks, lighting, bike and
transit maps) incorporating art, landscaping, and creative
placemaking.

5.1.2.1 Design Functional & Attractive Stations

POTENTIAL LEAD P ARTNER:
LYNX
SUPPORTING P ARTNERS :
NEIGHBORHOOD ORGANIZATIONS
UCF
FULL SAIL UNIVERSITY
ORLANDO INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT (GOAA)
FLORIDA HOSPITAL
WINTER PARK HEALTH FOUNDATION
ART ORGANIZATIONS (SEE ART ORLANDO, IMMERSE)
GATEWAY ORLANDO & OTHER BUSINESS ORGANIZATIONS

Figure 38 The permanence of TransMilenio stations in Bogota, Colombia
has led to an 85% decrease in the Av Caracas station area

BRT systems must have mass appeal in order to attract the largest
number of riders as possible. Research shows that, to the extent that
BRT systems include separated bus lanes, attractive and functional
stations, and high-capacity buses, and are implemented as part of a
citywide integrated transport system, BRT systems do have the
potential to influence property values and land uses.xxxi By providing
well-lit stations which can be staffed with security personnel, security
cameras on buses and in stations and pedestrian-scale lighting
around stations, BRT systems can create a safer environment in
those areas they serve.
According to statistics from the Center for Criminal Investigations of
the Bogota Metropolitan Police, aggregate crime in the area around
Av. Caracas dropped 85 percent between the period prior to (1999–
2000) and following (2001–2002) the implementation of the
TransMilenio BRT system. Analysts credit this to better organized
economic activity and growth.
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5.1.2.2 Create SR 436 Wayfinding Master Plan

pedestrians from using “high-stress” routes to get to their final
destination. It can include information on feasible, “low-stress”
bicycle routes to community destinations, especially on the portion of
the corridor between Curry Ford Road and Old Cheney Highway
where Bicycle Boulevards are proposed as part of the Complete
Streets package. Wayfinding signage, starting at BRT stations and
emanating out into the neighborhoods, could direct cyclists and
pedestrians to these routes and the many community assets along
the SR 436 corridor. In the end, wayfinding can promote health and
wellness through more walking and biking, support clearer navigation
of the active transportation network, highlight and promote
connections the regional trail system (at Cady Way Trail and the
future Econlockhatchee Trail extension), and reinforce identify of the
corridor.

POTENTIAL LEAD P ARTNER:
CITY OF O RLANDO
CITY OF CASSELBERRY
CITY OF ALTAMONTE SPRINGS
SUPPORTING P ARTNERS :
GATEWAY ORLANDO
METROPLAN ORLANDO
FDOT
The SR 436 corridor connects a variety of community assets – from
opportunities for recreation (such as La Costa Urban Wetlands, Cady
Way Trial connecting the regional trail system), higher education
(Full Sail University and other colleges), spiritual formation,
shopping, and connections within and outside the region (OIA
Intermodal Terminal, SunRail station, two intercity bus stations). At
the same time, over
Figure 39 An example of good wayfinding signage
half of SR 436
in a transit station area in Seattle, WA
Quality of Life
survey participants
have infrequent
positive interactions
with their community
and do not seem to
have a high
awareness of
community assets
available to them.

Gateway Orlando, and organizations like it, have begun the work of
reinforcing the SR 436 identity and generating economic
development in many pockets of the community. These
organizations should consider, as a next step, the establishment of a
common wayfinding plan along the SR 436 corridor to create and reenforce the identity of the corridor related to the BRT, and help
transit riders to find parks, trails, community centers, and other
community destinations.
A good example of this is the Louisville Loop Wayfinding Master
Plan, which was partially funded through an anti-obesity effort with
the US Department of Health and Human Services and managed by
the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and the Louisville
Metro Department of Public Health and Wellness. The project aims
to promote health and wellness, support clearer orientation, direct
easier use, highlight and promote connections along the unified
recreational trail system, and reinforce identify of the Louisville Loop.
Metro Parks recently completed a Sign and Wayfinding Master Plan
for the Louisville Loop to improve access, safety, function, education,
and the overall experience for the 23-miles of existing sections of the
downtown and southwestern Loop. A $815,000 grant for the master
plan and its implementation was awarded by the Center for Disease
Control. Trailheads, wayfinding signs, and interpretive signs are on

Wayfinding signage
can not only make
residents, workers,
and visitors aware of the many community amenities the corridor has
to offer, but good wayfinding signage can also prevent cyclists and
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5.1.2.3 Design Roadway to Discourage High Speeds

the trail, waiting for residents, visitors, and workers to discover
them.xxxii
But a wayfinding plan does not always need to involve hundreds of
thousands of dollars to plan. Low-cost, temporary solutions can be a
good interim step in demonstrating the value of such projects. For
example, the town of Wailuku, Hawai’I, in collaboration with the
Hawai‘i Public Health Institute and the Maui Redevelopment Agency,
implemented simple signage attached to street poles pedestrian
wayfinding signage that’s designed to help visitors and residents
walk their town to find arts, cultural, and historical destinations. 55
signs in total were installed giving directional information on locations
as well as approximate walking times to each site.

POTENTIAL LEAD P ARTNER:
FDOT
SUPPORTING P ARTNERS :
LYNX
CITIES
COUNTIES
Roadway speeds have a direct relationship with bicycle and
pedestrian comfort and safety. As vehicle speeds increase, the
likelihood that motorists will observe pedestrians or cyclists travelling
in their vicinity decreases, and the likelihood that a pedestrian or
cyclist will not survive if hit by a car increase. It is unsurprising that
pedestrians and cyclists tend to avoid travelling in close proximity to
high speed roads. SR 436 is currently a high-speed, high-volume
roadway, so not only is a robust network of pedestrian and cyclist
facilities crucial to make transit accessible, but reducing the speed of
the roadway is of paramount importance.

Figure 40 Wailuku, HI implemented low-cost wayfinding signage to help
residents and visitors navigate key destinations within the city

Many design guidelines for Complete Streets recommend posted
speeds be set between 20 mph to 35 mph. Decreasing observed
speeds from 50 mph to 35 mph on SR 436 could reduce chance of
pedestrian death when struck by 60%xxxiii. As an example, if such a
change were to occur on the segment of SR 436 between OIA and
Aloma Avenue, 3 out of 6 pedestrian and cyclist fatalities could be
prevented every 2 years.
Not only do slower speeds increase pedestrian and cyclist safety, but
they can also increase visibility of businesses along the corridor and
lead to more travel by active transportation modes, resulting in
decreased obesity, diabetes, and hypertension rates.
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5.1.2.4 Implement Complete Streets Improvements

Reducing speed
along an arterial such
as SR 436 can
present several
systemic and
locational challenges,
but there are many
ways in which this
can and should be
done. Geometric
design elements,
such as raised
intersections,
increased signal
density, and reduced vehicular lane widths can reinforce slower
speeds. Installing additional signals (full signalized intersections,
pedestrian-friendly Restricted Crossing U-Turn (RCUTs), or midblock crossings at bus station locations) on high speed roadways
could reduce pedestrian conflicts by halfxxxiv. Strategic placement of
street trees, curb extensions, raised pedestrian refuges at
intersections, and on-street parking can lead to a greater sense of
enclosure and slower speeds as well. In addition, land use and
development patterns play a large role in reinforcing desired
operating speeds. For this reason, local land use partners have a
significant role in creating a safer SR 436.
Figure 41 Curb extensions at intersections are a
simple modification that can help slow vehicle
speeds and improve pedestrian safety

POTENTIAL LEAD P ARTNER:
FDOT
SUPPORTING P ARTNERS :
CITIES
COUNTIES
Many of the high crash intersections and segments are located near
some of the densest residential neighborhoods in the corridor and
region. These locations are characterized by wide roadway crosssections, high speeds, frequent driveways, faded crosswalks, poor
nighttime lighting, wide swales separating sidewalks form the
roadway, and limited crossing opportunities. Research suggests that
strategic Complete Streets improvements can begin to move the
needle on bike and pedestrian crashes. Installing additional signals
on high speed roadways could reduce pedestrian conflicts by halfxxxv.
Marked crosswalks with raised medians on wide, high volume
roadways could reduce pedestrian crash rate by up to 50% at
intersectionsxxxvi. Increasing the intensity of lighting could decrease
pedestrian crashes by up to 25%xxxvii.
In addition to discouraging high speeds along the corridor (the
largest culprit of bike and pedestrian safety), the Study Team
evaluated the range of strategies to layer on top of recommended
transit improvements including improved lighting, ADA compliant
design at curb cuts, mid-block crossing opportunities, redesigned
intersections to protect pedestrians, and R-CUTS to provide a
pedestrian refuge and allow channelized turning traffic. FDOT is
already advancing many of these strategies along the section of SR

In addition to the Complete Streets improvements being
implemented between OIA and Aloma Avenue, FDOT should
consider these types of roadway design modifications as part of BRT
implementation to discourage high speeds along SR 436 especially
at high injury/fatality intersections and segments.
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Figure 42: SR 436 Complete Streets Improvements Package

436 from OIA to Aloma Avenue through a recent pedestrian and
bicycle safety study. It is recommended that a similar study be
conducted on SR 436 between the limits of the proposed BRT to
identify similar improvements.
The FDOT, Orange County, City of Orlando, and Seminole County
are pivotal partners in the implementation of the full package of
Complete Streets enhancements recommended as part of the study
(shown in Figure 42), including:
•
•
•
•
•

Enhanced sidewalks (to have a clear 8’ path)
Widening sidewalks to 12’
Including buffered bike lanes as part of roadway re-striping
Addition of mid-block crossings / RCUTs
Addition of bicycling signage and striping on neighborhood
roadways
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5.1.2.5 Conduct Station Area Bike and Pedestrian

evaluate the identified infrastructure needs and help advance priority
projects, as agreed upon by FDOT and the partner agencies through
planning and concept development.

Connectivity Assessments

Figure 43 In 2014, FDOT conducted Connectivity Studies to identify
gaps in the bike and pedestrian networks around SunRail stations

POTENTIAL LEAD P ARTNER:
FDOT
SUPPORTING P ARTNERS :
LYNX
CITIES
COUNTIES
The SR 436 BRT project is a significant local, state, and federal
investment which can ultimately be successful only if riders can
access the stations through multiple modes of travel (walking,
cycling, bus transit, and driving). The FDOT, as a funding partner,
recognizes there the need to look more closely at immediate and
short-term infrastructure requirements to seamlessly connect
pedestrians and cyclists to the stations. Some of these needs are
already being identified and planned for as part of the FDOT’s bike
and pedestrian safety study, as well as by each municipality’s
individual planning initiatives.
As conducted during SunRail’s implementation, the FDOT should not
only address needs along SR 436 itself, but it should also consider
assessing bicycle and pedestrian connectivity needs near the BRT
stations (within ½-1 mile). This study should evaluate primary
pedestrian and cycling paths to/from BRT stations and key
community destinations, identify gaps in the network, and propose
improvements to fill those gaps (sidewalks, crosswalks, pedestrian
lighting, low stress bike facilities) in station areas.
Although FDOT does not own all the streets in the stations areas, it
can play a pivotal role in coordinating efforts of LYNX, the cities, and
the counties, as well as to identify any additional pedestrian and
bicycle infrastructure projects critical to enhancing multi-modal
connectivity around the BRT stations. The assessments can
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5.1.3 Marketing
5.1.3.1 Market Health Benefits of Transit

Figure 44: Example of Health Marketing Materials from SR 50 BRT HIA

POTENTIAL LEAD P ARTNER:
LYNX
SUPPORTING P ARTNERS :
METROPLAN ORLANDO
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH (ORANGE AND SEMINOLE )
FLORIDA HOSPITAL
YMCA
SCHOOLS
ORANGE COUNTY PARKS & RECREATION
ORLANDO PARKS & RECREATION
COMMUNITY SERVICES ORGANIZATIONS
Increase awareness of health outcomes of active transportation by
partnering with existing health campaigns like Florida Hospital’s
Move60 Challenge, and other local health organizations, schools,
and YMCAs in vulnerable population areas. Health marketing
materials can be tailored to show the health benefits of using transit
and active transportation regularly, as shown in Figure 44.
Promote transit connections to recreational opportunities by posting
park and recreation maps in LYNX facilities, vehicles, and website;
and posting LYNX bus route maps at corridor recreational facilities,
maps, and websites. Focus efforts on vulnerable population area
community destinations including Barber Park, Demetree Park,
Yucatan Park, Secret Lake Park, and Cranes Roost Park.
In Cleveland, Cleveland Clinic and University Hospitals promote
transit and active transportation through the name of the BRT line
itself (Healthline) and advertisements on their websites. This has
resulted in the nation's first BRT silver transit line and a 40% spike in
ridership during its first year, among other health benefits.
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5.1.3.2 Conduct Bike/Pedestrian Safety Education in

•
•
•
•
•

Schools and at Community Events

POTENTIAL LEAD P ARTNER:
BEST FOOT FORWARD (BIKE/WALK CENTRAL FLORIDA)
SUPPORTING P ARTNERS :
ORANGE COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS
SEMINOLE COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS
NEIGHBORHOOD ORGANIZATIONS

These strategies can be modeled after the WalkSafe program in
Miami-Dade County. This program was implemented in a single
high-risk district and was shown to improve the pedestrian safety
knowledge of elementary school children. A before and after
research study was conducted, and the observational data
demonstrated improved crossing behaviors.

Figure 45 "Walking School Bus" is one approach used
Best Foot
to promote safe walking and bicycling for students
Forward and
Bike/Walk
Central Florida
should consider
developing SR
436-specific
marketing
strategy around
educating
students on safe
yielding and
crossing
behavior. This
strategy should
focus outreach at
elementary, middle, and high schools in the SR 436 vulnerable
population areas, including:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Azalea Park Elementary
Colonial High
Aloma Elementary
Casselberry Elementary
South Seminole Middle.

Figure 46 Bike/Walk Central Florida has led mutiple
school-related outreaches in the area to educate students
on safe walking and biking

McCoy Elementary
Lake George Elementary
Ventura Elementary
Jackson Middle
Englewood Elementary
Stonewall Jackson Middle
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5.1.4 Policy

bonuses to developers proposing affordable housing projects near
transit stations. DC passed Inclusionary Zoning regulations in
December 2017, which aims to make 2,600 more apartments
available to low-income DC families over the next 50 years. The new
rules will require that most new residential developments provide
inclusionary zoning rental units affordable at 60% of median family
income, and all condos at 80% median family income. The setasides remain the same – 8-10% of the total residential space.

5.1.4.1 Preserve Affordable Housing in Station Areas

POTENTIAL LEAD P ARTNER:
CITY OF O RLANDO
CITY OF CASSELBERRY
CITY OF ALTAMONTE SPRINGS
ORANGE COUNTY
SEMINOLE COUNTY
SUPPORTING P ARTNERS :
EAST CENTRAL FLORIDA R EGIONAL PLANNING COUNCIL
METROPLAN ORLANDO

CLTs are housing non-profit organizations that help provide
Figure 47 Inclusionary Zoning near transit stations can encourage
equitable economic development

As seen in the Assessment section, a potential negative impact of
BRT implementation is displacement of low-income households due
to rising land values in BRT station areas. This is a complicated but
not an uncommon issue for land use entities around the country and
with careful policy-making and strategic programs, this issue can be
mitigated.
Cities and counties along the SR 436 corridor should ensure that
existing affordable housing is preserved within the corridor,
especially in planned BRT station areas. Two strategies with
demonstrated success in this realm are:
1. Transit-oriented development (TOD) mandatory inclusionary
zoning; and
2. Community Land Trusts (CLTs)

permanently affordable housing. There are many examples of CLTs
in Central Florida such as the Hannibal Square Land Trust in Winter
Park. The City of Lakes Community Land Trust (CLCLT; Twin Cities,
MN) works to build community by providing perpetually affordable
homeownership opportunities for low-income families throughout
Minneapolis. The CLCLT tackles the issues of community
engagement in transit alignment decisions, future land uses around
transit stations, displacement prevention, and the long-term
affordability of communities anticipating new transit stations. The
results of this CLT demonstrate its effectiveness. In 2011, a CLCLT

Mandatory inclusionary zoning requires developers to set aside a
portion of their development as affordable and can help prevent the
pricing out of local landowners. Mandatory inclusionary zoning is
different than voluntary inclusionary zoning where the developer has
the choice to pursue development incentives (such as density
bonuses) and construct affordable housing. In Washington, DC, land
use planners rely on inclusionary zoning strategies to award density
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5.1.4.2 Implement Transit-Oriented Development (TOD)

homeowner purchased a home for $120,000 with a market value of
$150,000. By 2017, that home was worth $200,000. One quarter of
the market value increase was reserved for the homeowner.
Although the market value increased by over 30%, the home
remains affordable for the next homeowner with a $132,000
purchase price. By the end of 2017, they had served over 300
households, assisted by the CLCLT in Minneapolis.

Policies & Land Development Regulations

POTENTIAL LEAD P ARTNER:
LYNX
CITY OF O RLANDO
CITY OF CASSELBERRY
CITY OF ALTAMONTE SPRINGS
ORANGE COUNTY
SEMINOLE COUNTY
SUPPORTING P ARTNERS :
EAST CENTRAL FLORIDA R EGIONAL PLANNING COUNCIL
METROPLAN ORLANDO

It is recommended that City of Orlando, Orange County, Seminole
County, City of Casselberry, and City of Altamonte Springs, consider
CLTs and inclusionary zoning for station areas proposed in the SR
436 Transit Corridor Study, with priority given to station areas in
vulnerable population areas.

As shown in the station demonstration areas section of this report,
zoning and land use policies are a critical component to support or
inhibit the potential for the proposed BRT to influence the health
indicators identified by the HIA. Industry best practices for TOD
zoning and land use policies were considered and summarized
below:
LAND USES
•

•

•
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A mix of uses in an area provides for an environment that
promotes walking and allows for a variety of activities to occur
without the need to use an automobile.
A municipality can encourage healthy related use/types by
limiting uses that are not consistent with a healthy environment
(i.e., auto-oriented uses, fast food restaurants, liquor stores)
while permitting uses that support a healthy environment (i.e.,
farmers markets, urban farms, agriculture uses in residential
areas).
A well-designed, connected street grid makes travel more
efficient by providing choice not only in modes, but also in
routes.
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SITE DESIGN & LOT LAYOUT REQUIREMENTS

PEDESTRIAN STANDARDS

•

•

•

How and where buildings are sited on a parcel provide the
greatest site design opportunity to support the pedestrian
network.
The farther a building is setback from the roadway, the more
challenging it is for a pedestrian and transit rider, in terms of
general walkability and access, to surrounding land uses.

•

•

PARKING REQUIREMENTS
•

•

•

•

High minimum parking standards are typically associated with
more auto-oriented uses and does not encourage the use of
other modes. In establishing maximum parking ratios, a
development will not exceed typical “minimum” standards. In
addition to maximum parking ratios, shared parking policies can
also limit the amount of land reserved for parking, creating a
more pedestrian friendly environment.
Regulations that permit buildings to “face” a parking lot can
prohibit and limit a pedestrian experience. Consideration should
be given to side and rear parking to support a more pedestrianfriendly environment.
On-street parking provides opportunities for a more walkable
roadway design.

•

BUILDING FEATURES
•

•
•

•

VEHICULAR STANDARDS
•

•

•

Sidewalk placement and size will affect the pedestrian activity
and access to transit.
Continuous pedestrian networks within a development or
connections to adjacent developments are important to access a
transit stop.
Well-lit pedestrian walkways and sidewalks improve pedestrian
safety.
Landscape plantings along pedestrian walkways can offer a
sense of security and safety from vehicles.
Trees providing shade for pedestrians.

•

Regulating block size and increasing parallel network creates a
walkable area that provides for safe pedestrian access and
adequate linkages to and from transit areas.
Cross access between parcels can create a connected network
of vehicular and pedestrian access that will allow for movement
internal to adjacent sites without needing to access SR 436. A
well-designed, connected street grid makes travel more efficient
by providing choice not only in modes, but also in routes.
Landscape buffers features provide both comfort and safety from
roadways and drive aisles for pedestrians.

The design of a building can provide shelter, visual interest,
safety, and can increase the legibility of the entire pedestrian
network.
Entryways that face the street, and or the pedestrian connections
contribute to higher walkability.
Increased building transparency make connections with the
inside of the building (seeing people, various activities, window
shop) with the pedestrians walking on the sidewalk.
Providing “eyes” on the street and contributes to the walking
environment of an area.
Visually appealing facade treatments add interest to the walking
and bicycling trip to access transit, and can entice people to walk
or bicycle farther. Building awnings can also provide shelter to
pedestrians.

As a high-level study, this HIA does not have a regulatory
mechanism to require the land use changes and commitment to the
infrastructure investment ideas. However, the cities and counties
along SR 436 may incorporate these best practices and ideas from
the demonstration area plans into ongoing discussions and future
policy refinements (such as the Orange Code effort). The cities and
counties should also consider adopting formal station area plans and
zoning overlays.
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Other peer communities throughout the country have seen success
in such overlay plans. These overlays can address many of the TOD
best practice policies, including:
•
•
•

Densities, land use, site design, and lot layout regulations to
encourage transit-supportive development patterns.
Circulation regulations that require good pedestrian, bicycling,
and vehicular access and connectivity.
Parking policies that relax minimum parking requirements and
encourage a park-once environment with shared facilities.

The station area plans can also outline commitment to infrastructure
investments that enable safe and comfortable walking and bicycling
around the station areas.
In addition, transit agencies around the country have found it
effective to hire staff devoted to implementing and coordinating TOD
efforts. At Dallas Area Rapid Transit (DART), they hired five TOD
planners who spend about half their time educating cities and
developers about the benefits of TOD via general publications and
focused consultations; and the other half coordinating detailed
station designs with DART engineers and local municipal staff.
DART also completes market research for each station, and
develops brochures summarizing development opportunities at each
one. This has resulted in significant development, one of which being
the Mockingbird Station project which is an urban-styled, mixed-use
village named after and linked to an adjacent DART station via a
pedestrian bridge. It is the first mixed-use project in Texas
specifically designed and built for a light rail station.
LYNX should consider pursuing similar TOD coordinators to promote
transit-supportive development around planned premium transit
stations.
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5.1.4.3 Plan & Fund Reliable Transit Service

50% for localities to provide to meet the local match requirement,
which localities can raise through taxes and other funding
mechanisms.
Valley Metro (Phoenix, AZ) is a great example of how a large
metropolitan area with multiple jurisdictions worked together on
funding important enhanced transit service. Each of the 15 cities in
the region passed a
Figure 48 Valley Metro (Phoenix, AZ) passed a
local tax to support
local tax to support the region's first premium
transit corridor
transit in order to be
eligible for service along
the region's first
premium transit
corridor. Through the
efforts of local
jurisdictions, Maricopa
County voters approved
Proposition 400
extending the 1983
county-wide
transportation tax. The half-cent sales tax funds the Regional
Transportation Plan, which includes basic transit services. Since
2004, transit receives one-third of the half-cent tax, which is used for
regional bus services and high capacity and premium transit
services. The half-cent sales tax, along with federal matching funds
and other funding sources, is projected to provide $6.6 billion in
public transportation improvements through 2026.

POTENTIAL LEAD P ARTNER:
LYNX
SUPPORTING P ARTNERS :
METROPLAN ORLANDO
LYNX must do a lot with limited funds. With one of the largest service
areas in the country and a limited budget, LYNX is one of the most
cost efficient mid-sized transit agencies ($3.29/trip). Through the
Transit Development Plan (TDP) and Route Optimization Study
(ROS), LYNX is currently evaluating options for squeezing even
more efficiency from the system. At the same time, LYNX is
preparing to meet future service needs through important expansions
and enhancements, such as SR 436 BRT.
As with the proposed SR 436 BRT service, multiple jurisdictions
must work together as a whole to not only achieve federal capital
funding, but to achieve fast, reliable, and safe transportation that can
save riders thousands of dollars annually.
In a typical partnership with the federal government, local or state
jurisdictions cover a portion of the total project cost—a contribution
known as “local match”. The federal government pays for 50% of the
project cost, leaving the remaining 50% to the locals to fund, but this
formidable hurdle can be decreased by leveraging existing projects
and programs. FDOT has monies to 50% of the local match for any
Florida transit project, which would reduce the 50% local match
down to 25%. This 25% can be further reduced using regional
funding that is already budgeted for projects along the proposed
transit corridor in local Transit Improvement Programs (TIP) that are
timed and packaged together with the project. Based on an estimate
of projects currently budgeted within the Alternative B alignment
between 2017 and 2022, the remaining local match can be further
reduced by approximately $12M. This leaves the rest of the original

Another potential source of funding is through partnerships with
developers, major businesses, and educational institutions along the
corridor, as mentioned in the “Infrastructure” recommendations
section. As part of the Cleveland HealthLine, federal, state, and city
dollars were used to fund the capital improvements to the Euclid
corridor. However, operating and maintenance expenses were
funded through partnerships with private industry and educational
institution partners - Cleveland State University, Cleveland Clinic,
Case Western Reserve, Downtown Cleveland Alliance, and
University Circle.
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5.1.4.4 Locate Jobs, Health Care, and Key Community

has also accelerated the growth of the “Health-Tech Corridor”–the
marketing name for Euclid Avenue and several adjacent streets
between downtown and the Uptown District—an area targeted for
the attraction and expansion of health- and technology-oriented
businesses. In 2011, the Midtown Tech Park opened approximately
halfway between downtown Cleveland and University Circle. A third
building was added as of 2013, bringing the total office space to
240,000 square feet.
Figure 49 The City of Cleveland offers
JumpStart, Inc., an
several financial incentives to encourage
organization providing
revitalization in the RTD "HealthLine"
corridor
support to entrepreneurs,
currently occupies the Tech
Park, as well as the
Cleveland HealthLab,
Chamberlain College of
Nursing, Cleveland Eye
Bank, and several other
organizations. At the end of
2014, the Tech Park was 76
percent leased with 344
jobs. Several blocks west of the Tech Park, University Hospitals
intends to open a health clinic in late 2017 or early 2018 that could
eventually occupy 11 acres.

Destinations in BRT Station Areas

POTENTIAL LEAD P ARTNER:
CITY OF O RLANDO
CITY OF CASSELBERRY
CITY OF ALTAMONTE SPRINGS
ORANGE COUNTY
SEMINOLE COUNTY
SUPPORTING P ARTNERS :
METROPLAN ORLANDO
Premium transit like the SR 436 BRT has the potential to support
greater access to existing jobs, health care, and key community
destinations in the corridor through higher frequencies and shorter
travel times. To capitalize on this planned investment, jobs, health
care, and other destinations can be strategically located near (within
½ mile) of BRT stations to encourage transit use, active
transportation modes, and health. To do this, the cities and counties
along the SR 436 corridor can incentivize jobs, healthcare, and
community destinations to locate in BRT station areas.

With light rail on the way after the 1998 passage of a 1/2% transit
sales tax referendum, the City of Charlotte adopted the South End
Transit Station Area Plan on June 13, 2005. This plan provided a
vision for the growth and redevelopment of the South End,
particularly the areas around the district's three future light rail
stations. Providing detailed recommendations for issues such as
scale, density and design, along with the community's investment in
fixed transit, the stage was set for the private sector to take over.
The Result: By the time the 15-station light rail line was built, TOD
was already underway. In fact, between 2005-2009, Charlotte
witnessed 9.8 million square feet of new development built along the
9.6-mile Blue Line, representing a total of $1.8 billion in private
development.

In the Euclid Corridor (Cleveland, OH), strong support from city
officials and the local community development corporations have
helped to incentivize development in the Downtown, Midtown and
University Circle neighborhoods. A zoning overlay in Midtown
attempts to ensure compatibility between new land use in the
corridor and the BRT line. In general, land use planning is hands off,
with no specific density bonuses or other features to encourage
redevelopment. The City of Cleveland, however, does offer a number
of financial incentives to encourage revitalization throughout
Cleveland that are available to developers in the corridor. In addition,
Cleveland Regional Transit Authority runs an active transit-oriented
development program that interfaces with developers, property
owners, and community development corporations. The HealthLine
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6 Implementation

Most Relevant HIA Recommendations:
•

6.1 Potential Funding Sources

•

Given LYNX’s limited budget, LYNX and the SR 436 Action Group
should pursue additional funding sources to implement the HIA
recommendations. Potentially applicable funding sources are
described below.

6.1.2 Federal Highway Administration
FHWA’s Congestion Mitigation Air Quality (CMAQ) grant program
provides funding for transportation-related environmental projects for
State DOTs, metropolitan planning organizations, and other
sponsors throughout the US. Charlotte, NC used CMAQ dollars to
fund a new wayfinding system, basing their application on the idea
that effective wayfinding would reduce trip lengths and therefore
emissions. These funds could be pursued for many of the
“Infrastructure” recommendations.

6.1.1 Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) administers
various nationwide Community Health Programs to prevent and
control chronic diseases and improve community health.

Racial and Ethnic Approaches to Community Health

Most Relevant HIA Recommendations:

The CDC’s Racial and Ethnic Approaches to Community Health
(REACH) is aimed at reducing racial and ethnic disparities in health.
Eligible projects establish community-based programs focused on
proper nutrition, physical activity, chronic disease prevention and
similar community health challenges. These funds could be pursued
for a number of recommendations in the SR 436 vulnerable
population areas.

•
•
•
•

•
•

Create SR 436 Wayfinding Master Plan
Design Roadway to Discourage High Speeds
Implement Complete Streets Improvements
Conduct Station Area Bike and Pedestrian Connectivity
Assessments

6.1.3 Florida Blue Foundation
The Florida Blue Foundation’s Build Healthy, Strong Communities
Grant Program encompasses applications for programs and support
related to health and human services, arts and culture, and
community development.

Most Relevant HIA Recommendations:
•

Engage Community through Social Media and Interactive
Station Programming
Market Health Benefits of Transit

Engage Community through Social Media and Interactive
Station Programming
Market Health Benefits of Transit
Preserve Affordable Housing in Station Areas

Most Relevant HIA Recommendations:

State and Local Public Health Actions to Prevent
Obesity, Diabetes, and Heart Disease and Stroke

•
•
•
•

This CDC grant program focuses on efforts in state and large city
health departments to prevent obesity, diabetes, heart disease, and
stroke through community and health system interventions. These
funds could be pursued for all recommendations addressing physical
health indicators.

•
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6.1.4 Florida Department of Transportation
The Florida Department of Transportation provides funding support
high visibility enforcement operations in areas with the highest
number severe and fatal traffic crashes involving pedestrians and
bicyclists.

6.1.7 Knight Foundation
The Knight Foundation provides funding for innovative ideas that
advance informed and engaged communities. The Knight foundation
has funded complete streets projects in California, wayfinding
projects in North Carolina, and more. These funds could be pursued
for many of the recommendations addressing physical health
indicators.

Most Relevant HIA Recommendations:
•
•

Implement High Visibility Crosswalk Enforcement
Conduct Bike/Pedestrian Safety Education in Schools and at
Community Events

Most Relevant HIA Recommendations:
•

6.1.5 Florida Health
Florida Health’s Closing the Gap Grants are used to stimulate the
development of community and neighborhood-based organizations
to improve health outcomes of racial and ethnic populations and
promote disease prevention activities. These funds could be pursued
for a number of recommendations in the SR 436 vulnerable
population areas.

•
•
•
•

6.1.8 National Endowment for the Arts
The Our Town creative placemaking grants program supports
projects that integrate arts, culture, and design activities into efforts
that strengthen communities by advancing local economic, physical,
and/or social outcomes.

Most Relevant HIA Recommendations:
•
•

Engage Community through Social Media and Interactive
Station Programming
Market Health Benefits of Transit

Most Relevant HIA Recommendations:

6.1.6 Florida Hospital
Florida Hospital CHIC Grants provide funding to local NGOs to
improve community health and well-being. These funds could be
pursued for many of the recommendations.

•
•
•

Most Relevant HIA Recommendations:
•
•
•
•

Engage Community through Social Media and Interactive
Station Programming
Create SR 436 Wayfinding Master Plan
Implement Complete Streets Improvements
Conduct Station Area Bike and Pedestrian Connectivity
Assessments
Market Health Benefits of Transit

Engage Community through Social Media and Interactive
Station Programming
Implement Complete Streets Improvements
Conduct Station Area Bike and Pedestrian Connectivity
Assessments
Market Health Benefits of Transit
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6.2 Next Steps Summary
To achieve key health outcomes of the SR 436 BRT and take
advantage of potential ongoing opportunities, recommendations
should be advanced as soon as possible and should not be
contingent upon the completion of the SR 436 BRT project. In
addition, each community within the Study Corridor is unique and
has different needs and various policy and regulatory tools to
address health concerns.

Preserve Affordable
Housing in Station
Areas

Polic
y

Implement TransitOriented
Development (TOD)
Policies & Land
Development
Regulations

Polic
y

In recognition of the BRT’s potential to impact health and economic
development in the SR 436 corridor, and to foster support and
consensus among LYNX’s partners, a letter of support has been
drafted and is located in Appendix A. This letter is intended to be
customized to the context of each of the PAWG and Working Group
partners to express support of the SR 436 BRT project, and will also
be posted on the study website (LYNXSR436.COM).
Local agencies and governing bodies should reach out to local communities
and consider existing organizational and policy mechanisms as well as
potential funding sources noted in the previous section when implementing
these recommendations. In order to better facilitate this coordination, a
summary of next steps for each of the lead partners is shown in Table 23
Lead Partners Summary Table

Recommendation

Facilitate SR 436
Action Group

Type

Progr
amm
ing

Lead
Partner

LYNX

Supporting
Partner(s)
MetroPlan Orlando
Cities
Counties
Neighborhood
Organizations
Health Organizations
Gateway Orlando
Business
Organizations

Design Functional &
Attractive Stations
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Infra
struc
ture

City of
Orlando
City of
Casselberr
y
City of
Altamonte
Springs
Orange
County
Seminole
County
LYNX
City of
Orlando
City of
Casselberr
y
City of
Altamonte
Springs
Orange
County
Seminole
County

LYNX

East Central Florida
Regional Planning
Council (ECFRPC)
MetroPlan Orlando

East Central Florida
Regional Planning
Council (ECFRPC)
MetroPlan Orlando

Neighborhood
Organizations
Full Sail University
Orlando International
Airport (GOAA)
Florida Hospital
Winter Park Health
Foundation
Art Organizations (See
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Art Orlando,
IMMERSE)
Gateway Orlando &
Other Business
Organizations
Engage Community
through Social Media
and Interactive
Station Programming

Market Health
Benefits of Transit

Create SR 436
Wayfinding Master
Plan

Design Roadway to
Discourage High
Speeds

Progr
amm
ing

Mark
eting

Infra
struc
ture

Infra
struc
ture

LYNX

LYNX

City of
Orlando
City of
Casselberr
y
City of
Altamonte
Springs
FDOT

MetroPlan Orlando
Department of Heath
(Orange and
Seminole)
Florida Hospital
YMCA
Schools
Orange County Parks
& Recreation
Orlando Parks &
Recreation
Community Services
Organizations

Gateway Orlando
MetroPlan Orlando
FDOT

Implement Complete
Streets Improvements

Infra
struc
ture

FDOT

Cities
Counties

Conduct Station Area
Bike and Pedestrian
Connectivity
Assessments

Infra
struc
ture

FDOT

LYNX
Cities
Counties

Conduct
Bike/Pedestrian
Safety Education in
Schools and at
Community Events

Mark
eting

Best Foot
Forward
(Bike/Wal
k Central
Florida)

Implement High
Visibility Crosswalk
Enforcement

Progr
amm
ing

Best Foot
Forward

Plan & Fund Reliable
Transit Service

Polic
y

LYNX

MetroPlan Orlando

Polic
y

City of
Orlando
City of
Casselberr
y
City of
Altamonte
Springs
Orange
County

MetroPlan Orlando

Locate Jobs, Health
Care, and Key
Community
Destinations in BRT
Station Areas

LYNX
Cities
Counties
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Orange County Public
Schools
Seminole County
Public Schools
Neighborhood
Organizations
FDOT
Orlando Police
Department
Orange County Police
Department
Seminole County
Police Department
Casselberry Police
Department
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Seminole
County
. This is not an exhaustive list and many unmentioned partners will
be needed for support of these recommendations.
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Table 23 Lead Partners Summary Table

Recommendation

Facilitate SR 436 Action Group

Type

Lead Partner

Programming

Preserve Affordable Housing in Station Areas

Policy

Implement Transit-Oriented Development (TOD)
Policies & Land Development Regulations

Policy

LYNX

City of Orlando
City of Casselberry
City of Altamonte Springs
Orange County
Seminole County
LYNX
City of Orlando
City of Casselberry
City of Altamonte Springs
Orange County
Seminole County

Design Functional & Attractive Stations

Infrastructure

LYNX

Engage Community through Social Media and
Interactive Station Programming

Programming

LYNX
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Supporting Partner(s)
MetroPlan Orlando
Cities
Counties
Neighborhood Organizations
Health Organizations
Gateway Orlando
Business Organizations
East Central Florida Regional Planning Council
(ECFRPC)
MetroPlan Orlando

East Central Florida Regional Planning Council
(ECFRPC)
MetroPlan Orlando
Neighborhood Organizations
Full Sail University
Orlando International Airport (GOAA)
Florida Hospital
Winter Park Health Foundation
Art Organizations (See Art Orlando, IMMERSE)
Gateway Orlando & Other Business Organizations
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Marketing

LYNX

Create SR 436 Wayfinding Master Plan

Infrastructure

City of Orlando
City of Casselberry
City of Altamonte Springs

Design Roadway to Discourage High Speeds

Infrastructure

FDOT

Implement Complete Streets Improvements

Infrastructure

FDOT

Conduct Station Area Bike and Pedestrian
Connectivity Assessments

Infrastructure

FDOT

Marketing

Best Foot Forward
(Bike/Walk Central
Florida)

Programming

Best Foot Forward

Plan & Fund Reliable Transit Service

Policy

Locate Jobs, Health Care, and Key Community
Destinations in BRT Station Areas

Policy

LYNX
City of Orlando
City of Casselberry
City of Altamonte Springs
Orange County
Seminole County

Conduct Bike/Pedestrian Safety Education in
Schools and at Community Events

Implement High Visibility Crosswalk Enforcement
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MetroPlan Orlando
Department of Heath (Orange and Seminole)
Florida Hospital
YMCA
Schools
Orange County Parks & Recreation
Orlando Parks & Recreation
Community Services Organizations
Gateway Orlando
MetroPlan Orlando
FDOT
LYNX
Cities
Counties
Cities
Counties
LYNX
Cities
Counties
Orange County Public Schools
Seminole County Public Schools
Neighborhood Organizations
FDOT
Orlando Police Department
Orange County Police Department
Seminole County Police Department
Casselberry Police Department
MetroPlan Orlando

MetroPlan Orlando
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6.3 Monitoring & Evaluation
As part of LYNX ongoing relationships with local partners along the
SR 436 Corridor, and the HIA Working Group, the SR 436 “Action
Group” should track and document the impact of the SR 436 BRT
and HIA recommendations through implementation on the health
indicators described in this report. In the long-term this responsibility
may fall to MetroPlan Orlando to track long-term effects.
LYNX and MetroPlan Orlando can also work with regional and local
partners to incorporate recommendations from this HIA into
decisions related to the Region’s enhanced transit system. It is
recommended that the SR 436 “Action Group” and MetroPlan
Orlando follow a monitoring plan that determines the following:
1. Which recommendations in this HIA have been enacted to
promote and improve health along the SR 436 Corridor?
2. As a result of the SR 436 HIA's Recommendations, what is
the evidence showing change in the overall community
health along the SR 436 Corridor?
Error! Reference source not found. presents baseline numbers
referencing currently-available data. These statistics should be used
as a baseline for monitoring the health conditions in the communities
along the SR 436 Corridor in the future.
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Table 24 Evaluation Baselines

Access to Health and Employment
Timing

Baseline
(2016)
43 minutes

Indicator
Average Transit Commute Time to Work (Corridor-Wide)*
Vulnerable Population Area Average Transit Commute Time to
Work
How often do you miss or arrive late to work/school because of
transportation problems? (Corridor-Wide)
Transit Travel Time Along SR 436 from OIA to S
Physical Health

Tracking Agency
MetroPlan Orlando

12

MetroPlan Orlando

5 years

LYNX

5 years

LYNX

5 years

Indicator
Percent of Adults Ever Diagnosed with Depression (CorridorWide)
Percent of Adults Reporting to be Obese - BMI of 30 or Greater
(Corridor-Wide)

Tracking Agency
Health Council of East
Central Florida
Health Council of East
Central Florida
Health Council of East
Central Florida
Health Council of East
Central Florida

Timing

Baseline
(2013)

Data Source

5 years

17.3%

BRFSS

5 years

29.3%

BRFSS

5 years

12.4%

BRFSS

5 years

34.9%

BRFSS

MetroPlan Orlando

5 years

Daily Pedestrian Activity (Corridor-Wide)

FDOT

5 years

Daily Cyclist Activity (Corridor-Wide)

FDOT

5 years

Percent of Adults Ever Diagnosed with Diabetes (Corridor-Wide)
Percent of Adults Ever Diagnosed with High Blood Pressure Hypertension (Corridor-Wide)
Workers Commuting by Public Transportation, Walking, or Biking
(Corridor-Wide)

5 years

Data Source
US Census
US Census

40% once a
week or more

Quality of Life/Rider
Survey
Transit Schedule

US Census
Bike and Pedestrian
Counts
Bike and Pedestrian
Counts

Cyclist and Pedestrian Safety
Indicator
12

Tracking Agency

Elapsed time after implementation of SR 436 BRT
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Timing

Baseline
(2011-2015)

Data Source
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# of bike and pedestrian fatalities (5-years), normalized by transit
activity (Corridor-Wide)
# of bike and pedestrian injuries (5-years), normalized by transit
activity (Corridor-Wide)
Economic Health

Implementation

25 bike/ped
fatalities
200 bike/ped
injuries

FDOT

5 years

FDOT

5 years

Indicator

Tracking Agency

Timing

Baseline
(2016)

Average Just Property Value within 1/2 mile of SR 436 (CorridorWide)

MetroPlan Orlando

5 years

$34.8/sq ft

Percent of Parcels ≥ $80/Sq. Ft. within 1/2 mile of SR 436
(Corridor-Wide)***

MetroPlan Orlando

5 years

12.30%

MetroPlan Orlando

5 years

0 Units

Tracking Agency

Timing

Baseline
(2018)

MetroPlan Orlando

5 years

35% never

MetroPlan Orlando

5 years

0

Household units within inclusionary zoning boundaries or
Community Land Trust
Quality of Life
Indicator
How often do transit users have positive interactions with their
neighbors and/or community? (Corridor-Wide)
Art Installations and other Creative Placemaking Efforts along the
Corridor

FDOT CARS
FDOT CARS

Data Source
Orange and
Seminole County
DORs
Orange and
Seminole County
DORs
Municipalities

Data Source
Quality of Life
Survey
Municipalities

* For census tracts with twenty or more transit riders
** Includes Federally Qualified Healthcare Facilities, Hospitals, DOH facilities, and other facilities that typically serve vulnerable populations. Defined as above the MSA average in 2 or more of the following
categories: minority population, zero car households, and living at or below 150% of the poverty line
*** Calculations exclude public land
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